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ADMINJSTERIN<; DPEP IN Coocu BEHAR. 

Coach Behar, entrepot of North Eastern part of India, situated in the furthest 

east of North Bengal, is a district inhabited by a population of more than 23 Iakh. 

Rural population accounts for about 91 per cent of the total population while the 

urban population accounts for about 9 per cent of the total population. Thus, the rural 

population is disproportionately larger than the State average of about 71 per cent.<1l 

Another salient feature of the district is that the Scheduled Caste population outnum

bers the general population and its percentage to total population is represented by 

Scheduled Castes (51 per cent) and Scheduled Tribes (0.5 per cent) respectively. In 

the district, the Hindu population (79 per cent) far exceeds the Muslim population 

(20. 78 per cent)Y> 

Coach Behar as the administrative head quarters of the district ofCooch Behar, 

consists of five sub divisions, eight police stations and twelve blocks, each of which 

has a Panchayat Samity and 128 Gram PanchayatsY> The district has six towns (in

cluding Coach Behar) having Municipal status. The district of Coach Behar is pre

dominantly agriculture based. Important components of the economy of the district 

are as follows : 92 per cent population is engaged in agriculture while eight per cent is 

engaged in non-agricultural activities. Aus, Aman and Jute are three major Agricul

tural crops. Tobacco grows in abundance. Only 23 per cent of the total cultivable land 

can be brought so farunder irrigation facilities.c4> The number of small and marginal 

farmers in Coach Behar is significantly high. They are followed by Bargadars and 

landless peasants, although land reforms, through "Operation Barga" has undeniably 

been a success, it points to the necessity of pursuing it with vigour so as to eliminate 

landless and marginal farmers from the rural scene. Moreover, absentee land lords 

and a handful of village landlords own roughly 70 per cent ofthe total cultivable land. 

This amply attests that Iand-man ratio is highly unsatisfactory. Coach Behar being a 

no industry district, presents a dismal industrial picture. It has no big or medium scale 

industry. That is the reason why the district has been declared as "backward district" 

in 'A' category. Moreover, small scale sector has also not been growing fast, at present, 

there are only I 8 registered factories and according to Cottage and Small Scale In-
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dustries Directory of 1996, the number of such industries is only 3653. Thus, it is 

hardly an exaggeration that the economy ofCooch Behar is agro based. If the plight 

of peasant is not improved, efforts in the direction of rural development may remain a 

chimera. One of the efforts to improve the nature of the rural economy has been 

.. Operation Barga" intended to registering the bargadar and bestowing legal right to 

the landless peasant of the plot of land he tills. In 1993-94, while the total number of 

81,029 bargadars were registered in the district, 5 I 020.44 acres khas and vested land 

were distributed among the landless peasants. Moreover, I I I 08 homeless peasants 

have been given 689.85 acres of excess land from Jotdars for homestead. However, 

compared to the figure of home-less peasants. the number of beneficiaries under the 

programme is not high. 

Prior to its accession to India in 1950, Coach Behar was a princely state. 

However, unlike other districts, it had an autonomous status under the British Raj. In 

vie\v of its distinctive cultural heritage and administrative system inherited from Ma

haraja's legacy, the district presents a case deserving careful and extensive study. The 

state of Cooch Behar before merger had evolved a distinctive political culture and 

administrative structure. Like in other third world feudal states, rural subject relation

ship was marked by Mai-!Jaap culture. ln fact, highly centralized administration struc

ture was prevalent in the state under the aegis of the 1\:Jaharaja. Goal oriented devel

opment administration \Vas unknown. The system of administration underwent some 

changes with the coming ofwestern educated liberal Maharaja Nripendra NarayanY> 

During Nripendra Narayan's time, /Jeunia (a village local authority) for the collection 

oflocal taxes was replaced by Chmtkiduri Act. 1893, framed on the model of Bengal 

Act. The Act, of 1893 authorised Nayeb Ahilkar, equivalent to the rank of Sub Divi

sional Ofticer, to appoint a Panchayat, consisting of three to five members, vested 

\Vith the authority to appoint and dismiss chaukidar an agency for the purpose of 

discharging police and welfare functions. The Chaukidari Act, of 1893 was suitably 

amended in 1941 to authorise Panchayat with the authority to collect revenues. Even 

after accession of Coach Behar to India, the Act continued to vogue until 1958. It 

may be noted that the Act is never designed to empower Panchayat to undertake 

welfare functions. The reigning tv!aharaja took greater interest in urban development 

than in rural development. As early as on I 885 Coach Behar Town Committee Act 

was passed and it came into force in the sub-divisions of Dinhata, Mathabhanga and 
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Haldibari. As per the Act, the Town Committee consisting often nominated members 

was constituted for the collection of land and property tax, construction and mainte

nance of roads, lighting, sewerage and drainage etc. Thus, the administrative system 

was primarily designed to serve urban elites only and was completely oblivious ofthe 

interest of rural people. 

ln West Bengal, efforts in the direction of decentralisation of power through 

Panchayats commenced with the Draft Panchayat Bill of I 956. As a result, in I 957 

West Bengal Panchayat Act came into force. While implementing this Act in Coach 

Behar in I 959, besides sadar block, Dinhata-1 and Dinhata-IJ blocks were also consti

tuted. Abolishing collecting Panchayats, I 9 Anchal Panchayats and 108 Gram 

Panchayats were set up. Next attempt to restructure panchayats was made with the 

passage of \Vest Bengal Zilla Pari sad Act 1963 investing the Zilla Parisads with devel

opment activities. The Acts of 1959 and 1964 together set up a four tier system 

consisting Zilla Parisad, Anchalik Parisad, Anchalik Panchayat and Gram Panchayat. 

ln I 964, Coach Behar district experimented with Anchalik Parisad and Zilla Parisad 

simultaneously. And with the plethora ofdecentralised institution Cooch Behar marched 

forward along the path of democratic decentralisation. Nevertheless, operationalisation 

of democratic decentralisation was thwarted because ofinadequate financial resources 

at the grassroot level and consequent dependence on hierarchically superior bodies 

and ultimately the state government. The march ofCooch Behar toward decentralisa

tion made a significant stride with the passing of\Vest Bengal Panchayat Act 1973. 

The Act replaced the four tier structure by three tier. But the Act never eame into 

operation until I 977, when the leftists stormed the citadel of state power. Since then, 

Cooch Behar has witnessed five Panchayat elections and people have begun to feel 

changes at the grassroots le\·el The district of Coach Behar has been dotted with I 24 

Gram Panchayats, 12 Panchayat Samities and a Zilla Parisad. All of them are involved 

in development process. Any study of district development administration must not 

only, therefore, encompass these grass-roots level institutions but also other relevant 

structures and specialised agencies engaged in development task especially the task of 

realising District Primary Education Programme.1'' 1 

Thus panchayat has been cast for undertaking comprehensive rural develop

ment in West Bengal. As an institution of decentralised planning, land reforms and for 

implementing various rural development programmes Panchayat's role can hardly be 
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exaggerated. To the rest of the country, panchayati raj in West Bengal presents a 

significant pattern especially for its notable features: delegation of power and author

ity, participation of weaker sections of the society, role in the matrix of planning and 

implementation of rural development and social mobilisation. If panchayat aims at 

mere delegation of power, it is likely to be counterproductive; it would fall into the 

hands of landowning class (kulaks), the don1inant class, as a machine for exploitation 

and poverty. At present, Coach Behar district has been implementing various rural 

development and poverty alleviation programmes like lRDP(lntegrated Rural Devel

opment Programme), NREP(National Rural Employment Programme), RLEGP(Rural 

Landless Employment Guarantee Programme) and TRYSEM(Training of Rural Youth 

for Self Employment), DPEP(District Primary education Programme) etc. through 

district administration, Panchayat Oflice, District Planning Oftice and District Rural 

Development Agency etc. Undeniably this dilutes the pivotal role ofpanchaya\. In the 

near future, District Planning Co-ordination Committee should pia~,; foremost impor

tant role in planning and development. To achieve this, an artificial distinction be

tween regulatory and development functions should be removed. The Asoka Mehata 

Committee had observed that regulatory functions which are germane to the imple

mentation of various developmental programmes should be assigned to the appropri

ate tier of panchayat raj. In fact, no development is, perhaps, possible in the rural 

sector without basic primary education. Therefore, unless the issue of implementing 

primary education programmes are properly addressed after considering the socio

economic, cultural, administrative, political factors and forces operating at the rural 

panchayat level, the programme like DPEP would remain elusive. This calls for through 

reinvestigation to evolve out strategies to realise District primary Education Pro

gramme keeping in view the imperatives of decentralisation and development.(7J 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF PRIMARY EDUCATION IN CoOCH BEHAR 

The move towards an all round development of Primary Education in the 

district of Cooch Behar has not been an attempt devoid pf history. The Cooch Behar 

setting has had a definite historical perspective set by feudal rulers -Maharajas of 

Coach Behar. Such a legacy has to be explored to understand the cross-currents of an 

evolving society and to establish a linkage between the past and the present. A histori

cal search of the background of educational development of the area seems ineluc

table. 
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During the reign ofVis\\'a Singha ( 1510 ), the tlrst ruler referred in the docu

mented history ofCooch Behar, the patronage of education given by the Cooch Behar 

Court only encouraged Sanskrit learning for general people while Persian was taught 

in the royal family for royal interest. <HJ Education was then confined within elite class. 

For tlrst three hundred and tltty years, the Maharajas did not make any attempt to 

universalize education among subjects. Only after 1857 and especially under the in

t1uence of British system of education and renaissance in Bengal, attempts had been 

made to install educational institwtions in Cooch Behar State. Maharajas, during that 

period took an active role for realising the goal of fostering education among their 

subjects. The process started with installation of a vernacular school named 'Sadar 

ME School' in 1857. However, initial!::,·, it was restricted for the people of royal fam

ily, but in course oftime, it was made open to general public.(9J 

In recognition of the good services done by Col. Jenkins, an English medium 

school after his name was established in 1861. In the beginning, it taught up to third 

standard of entrance curricLilum and in 18 70 the school was upgraded to ten class. 

This was the milestone from which the' Popular Education' had been started in Coach 

Behar. In 1865, the number of village schools (primary schools) came up to 58, of 

which 37 were aided and 21 unaided. Included in these 58 schools, 5 schools were for 

girls, the total number of girls being 130. In the same year a training class was opened 

to orient teachers for these schools. r or the management of these schools, a separate 

department was set up in 1870. The objectives ofthe department were i) to advise in 

all matters connected with education, ii) to inspect and examine the schools and iii) to 

deliver occasional lectures. The first \Vhole time Superintendent of Education Rev. 

Robinson was appointed in 1870 fL'r spreading education to the interior. This was 

obviously the tirst bold step towards education by the controlling British Govern

ment. In the same year, the great educationalist Babu Kashika Nath Mukherjee was 

appointed the Superintendent of Education in place of Rev. Robinson. This was the 

golden era of education experienced by the process ofmodernization and westerniza

tion.<IOJ In 1871-72, the number of state schools was 4, the aided schools 49 and the 

number ofunaided schools 29, making up a total of82. The total expenditure was Rs. 

28,506. The subsequent developments for proper supervision and establishment of 

new schools, a Deputy Inspector of Schools, a Sub-Inspector of Schools and four 

Inspector Pundits were appointed between 1876 and 1878. 
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During the year 1878-79, the total number of Primary Schools was 222 of 

which 146 were aided and 76 the unaided primary schools. The number of school 

going children was 5, 787 which was 13.3 8 percent of the total male children at School 

going age. The aggregate expenditure of the education Department for the cause of 

Primary Education was Rs.l7,270 of which Rs. 7,867 was contributed by the state, 

45.52 per cent ofthe total educational budget and the people's share was Rs.9,403. 

This indicates that the expenditure by the public going hand in hand with the expan

sion ofthe Department. The number of girls primary schools was 49 of which 33 were 

aided and 16, the unaided. The total number of girls student was 651 and the expen

diture was Rs.3, 125.(11 > 

In the subsequent years, the educational system fell down abruptly due to 

following reasons : 

i) Curtailment ofthe state grant towards education, 

ii) On perceiving therefore that the State grants were being withdrawn 

from schools already in the enjoyment of them, the hopes of a large 

number of unaided institutions of ever obtaining aid were extinguished, 

and the schools ceased to exit. 

iii) The death of great educational policy planner K.N.Mukherjee, Super

intendent of Education Department, Coach Behar. 

iv) Many of the Superintendent Staft~ Pandits, Gurus & Clerks were em

ployed in 1881 census work and were unable to devote their attention 

to duties. 

v) A small portion ( 0.6% ) of the estimated budget was spent for pri

mary education. 

vi) The principal portion ( 88.71 per cent ) of the normal allotment for 

education had to be taken away for higher education purposes. 

vii) Abolition of the post of Superintendent of education. 

To further review the position of education in the Country, another Commis

sion known as Hunter Commission ( 1882-83 ) went round the Country, surveyed the 

whole picture and recommended that the Government should take the entire respon

sibility of primary education. But unfortunately, the British Government did not ap

preciate all those recommendations.< 121 One of the important recommendations of 

Indian Education Commission ( 1882-83 ) was that the responsibility, control and 
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administration of Primary Education should be transferred to local bodies, the Dis

trict Boards or Councils in rural areas03
l ln the meanwhile, the Department of Educa

tion in the state was subjected to some radical changes to develop the Educational 

Policy inaugurated by His Highness Maharaja Nripendra Narayan Bhup Bhahadur in 

council in 1884. This was first time that a new educational Policy was framed for 

spreading the education, especially the primary education to the grass-root level. The 

education department had to be given a new shape. A whole time Inspector of Schools 

was placed in charge of Primary and Secondary Schools result of which their rate of 

growth wa~ making a steady progress. The table shown below gives the variation of 

g-ro\vth of Pr-imary Education during 1888-89 to .1899-1900. 

Table 20. Growth of Prima1-v Education during 1888-89 to 1899-1900. 

Year 1888-89 1892-93 1895-96 1899-1900 

No. of Primary 231 241 268 304 
Institution 
----------------- .. ----~~ - --- ------ -- -----

No. of Pupils 6317 7013 8821 8875 

.\'ourc:e: Annual Administratil•e Report, 1888-89, 1892-93, 1895-96 and /899-1900. 

The establishment of the Victoria College marked the year 1888 as one usher

ing in a fundamental change in the education system. Till then the measures adopted 

for the development of higher education in the state, absorbed a considerable portion 

of the Budget allotment originally set apart for the cause of Primary Education, ne

cessitating the abolition of a number of schools and the consequent removal of the 

men employed therein; at the same time creating a feeling of uneasiness in the minds 

of those who were retained; as it was feared that requirement for the college and 

higher education might led to a further curtailment of the amount set apart for pri

mary education. With a view to remove this feeling and restore the confidence ofthe 

staff interested in the cause of primary education, first time the general education 

budget allotment was separated, leaving a fixed sum entirely at the disposal oflnspec

tor of Schools. '14
> Thus, instead of increasing the number of schools, state education 

department forced to establish the institutional development and health environment. 

As a result, some constructive change occurred in last decade of the nineteenth cen-
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tury which is as shown in the tigure given below : 

Table 21. The Comparison of the Progress of Primary Education in the State with 

that of the neighboring British Districts. 

Percentage of boys at School 
to the boys of school going age 

= 

No. of boys at school (n) X 100% 
No. of boys of school going age (N) 

Determination factor (S) 

Determination factor (S) of the Corresponding Year 

··--·-·- ·-. 

District 1891-92 1893-94 

Rungpur 9.0 13.1 

Rajshahi 10.0 12.8 

Dinajpur 13.0 16.3 

Jalpaiguri 12.0 12.7 

Koch-Bihar 19.0 16.4 
~-- -- -- ----- ---------- --------- - -

25.0 

20.0 

15.0 

10.0 

5.0 

0.0 

1895-96 1897-98 

15.3 15.5 

17.5 17.8 

17.2 17.6 

16.7 17.3 

17.6 16.3 
------

1899-1900 1901-1902 

16.5 

16.2 

17.2 

19.4 

19.0 
- -

16.7 

16.5 

17.7 

17.5 

20.5 
-- -

El Rungpur 
00 Rajshahi 
0 Dinajpur 
0 Jalpaiguri 
II Koch-Bihar 

'1891-92 1893-941895-96 1897-98 1899- 1901-02 
1900 

The above Bar-Diagram will help to understand the comparison in a better 

way. 

National awakening, establishment of Indian National Congress, appearance 

of leaders like Swami Vivekananda gave a tillip to the movement of compulsory edu

cation. There was a rapid growth oflndian Education since Hunter Commission ( 1882). 
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In I 902, Lord Curzon had appointed an Educational Commission with the two objec

tives (a) to improve the quality of Indian education and (b) to raise the control of the 

Government. As regards expansion of primary education Curzon held two views 

namely, (i) the need for expansion was greater than any time in the past, and (ii) the 

principal cause of the slow progress of primary education was the in adequacy of 

grants from Government. He, therefore, sanctioned both large non-recurring grants 

for primary education. He also enabled the Provincial Govts. To raise the rate of 

Government-in-aids to local expenditure Government admitted its responsibility in 

the expansion of primary education in the resolution on Education Policy. The most 

in1portant ·duties of the State will be 1) training of primary teachers for quality 

upgradation and ll) revision of curriculum interrns of quality_<I~J 

In 1908-09, many ofthe schools in the state were injuriously affected by epi

demics of cholera and small-pox, while in the year 1910-11, the abnormal floods 

greatly affected the school building. The rapid but sure advance made by the Primary 

Schools, the slight signs of progress manifested by the Girls School as well as a fur

ther development of the system of boarding houses for students and the desire for 

culture and progress awakened amongst the Mohamedans were the Chief features 

that characterised the operations of the Department. The number of Mahamedan 

Schools rose from 8 to I 2 during this year while the number of pupils was nearly 

doubled. Primary Schoarships was also carried offin open competition by Mahamedan 

pupils (of whom one was a girl) and as there are 4000 Mohamadan Pupils in the 

various schools in the state there can be no doubt that the cause of Mohamadan 

education is steadily progressing. This is especially note worthy in the Mekhliganj 

Sub-Division. The total number of Primary Schools the said year was 290 of which 

172 were aided and I I 8 the unaided Primary Schools. The total number of girls school 

was I 5 and the number of girls pupils was, 229. Female education in the state was 

making but slow progress. Parents took such little interest in the education of their 

girls that they did not even send girl children to school regularly and almost occasion-

d I . . I ' I I I (lr.) ally use to remove t 1e1r g1r s tram sc 100 at a very ear y age. 

The budget estimated in the year 1912-13 was Rs 2 7, 90,059. The state grant 

for Primary and Secondary Education was Rs 35,091 of which Rs. 9,582 was allotted 

for Primary Education and people contributed Rs. 15,432 for the cause of Primary 

Education. With the additional grant of Rs. 3,423 that His Highness sanctioned dur-
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ing the year 1912-13 for the better education of His Highness subjects, the Depart

ment exerted its utmost (a) to increase the number of educational institutions in the 

state, (b) to improve their strength and eftlciency, (c) to enhance the proportion of 

boys at School to those of School- going age, (d) to raise the pay ofthc Model School 

teachers to ensure more devoted work and e) to expand the system of Primary Educa

tion by assigning grants to new Schools and raising the tone and character of instruc

tion in the older institutions by adding assigning new grants to some and raising the 

status of a few others and t) to improve Mohammedan Education by increasing the 

grant of the Sudder Madrassa and _by providing with state grants, a number ofMuktabs 

ir1Uie interior increases. 

Since the year 1914-15, the devel.opment of the Primary Education was in the 

right direction. The number of primary schools was 347 and II ,696 pupils were in the 

School. The year 1916-17 \vas not a favourable year for the development of educa

tion in the state primarily O\ving to high prices and to the prevalence of small-pox in 

epidemic forms. The aim of the Department was to consolidate date the existing insti

tutions by restoring them to their normal condition in strength, efficiency and 

organisation. The year 1917-18 brought in its trail the worst consequence of a devas

tating war. These are the reasons which affected not only the development of Primary 

Education but also the whole educational system. As a result, these was a sharp fall of 

the number of Primary institutions. 

Table 22. Sharp Fall of the Number of Primm.Y Institutions. 

Year 1914- i 5 1917-18 1922-23 1925-26 1930-31 1934-35 

No. of Primary 347 307 267 267 275 319 
Institution. 

--- --- --------

No. of Children 11,696 9,872 8,424 8,403 8,923 10,492 

In the meanwhile, some major changes took place. First time in the year 1921-

22, a separate a Member of the State Council, Rai Choudhuri Satis Chandra Mustafi 

was deputed as In-Charge of Education Department. In the same year, state council 

took a long term loan of Rupees 18 Lakhs from Imperial Bank to overcome from 

financial crisis. In the next year, estimated Budget rose up to Rs.37,95,680 from Rs. 

32,61, 110 of the year 192 J -22. c171 
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Gokhale's Resolutiofl in the Imperial Legislative Council on Primary Educa

tion ( March 19,1910 ) 'that a beginning should be made in the direction of making 

elementary education free and compulsory throughout the country' is to be consid

ered the next important document in the development of primary education, though 

unfortunately for India his bill was turned down after a fierce debate that raged for ten 

days in the Council. The report ofthe Hartog Committee ( 1929) provided another 

important document. It found cause to lament the sheer waste and ineffectiveness 

throughout the whole educational system. · In the primary system, which from our 

point of view should be designed to produce literacy and the capacity to exercise an 

Intelligent vote, the waste is appalling high for only a small proportion of those who 

are at the primary stage reach class IV, in which the attainment of literacy may be 

expected.' The year 193 7 saw the submission of two important documents- the Ab

bot-Wood Report in June and the Zakir Husain Committee Report in December. The 

Abbot-Wood Report emphasized that the education of children in the primary school 

should be based more upon the natural interests and activities of young children and 

less upon book-learning, that the mother tongue should as far as possible be the me

dium of instruction and that the pre-service education course of teachers of primary 

schools. 0 "> 

The scheme of 'Basic Education' enunciated by Mahatma Gandhi remains 

undoubtedly the most epoch-making event in the history of primary education in modem 

India. When the Congress Ministries assumed ofl:ice in 193 7 in seven provinces they 

had to face the problem of introducing universal free and compulsory primary educa

tion, in the shortest time possible, without adequate resources for it. A solution to the 

problem came into sight as Mahatma Gandhi put forth his proposal of self-supporting 

free primary education of seven years through the help of useful and productive craft: 

A storm of controversies over several aspects of the revolutionary proposals ushered 

in the First Conference of N a tiona! Education at Wardha on 22nd and 23 rd October 

193 7 to consider the new system of education. The Conference resolved that : free 

and compulsory education be provided for seven years ; the medium of instruction be 

the mother tongue; the process of education should centre round some form of manual 

productive work. The conference expected that this system of education would be 

gradually able to cover the remuneration of teachers. A Committee was then ap

pointed under the presidentship of Dr. Zakir Husain to prepare a detailed syllabus on 
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the lines of the resolution. The Zakir Husain Committee submitted a detailed report 

(Dec. 1937) which has since became a fundamental document on basic education.<19l 

The last Maharaja of independent Cooch Behar State, Jagadipendra Narayan 

Bhup Bahadur took the charge during 1936-37. During his reign, an effort was under

taken with all sincerity, to rejuvenate the status of Primary Education in the state. 

Rupees 1,00,003 were spent for the Primary and Secondary Education ofwhich the 

state share was Rs.43,355. The demand for English education was keener than ever 

and the number of Schools and pupils increased; decent school-buildings were con

structed. Another feather was the new attention tQ outdoor activities which received 

impetus from mass physical drill displays and Boys' Scout rallies. More girls schools 

were established in the village and special schools for Mohamedans grew in number . 

The creation of several additional scholarships and stipends for the lower Primary 

Examination; instilled into the minds of the pupils a new spirit of emulation.<2°l It was 

believed that every prospect that this progress would be more than maintained in the 

forthcoming year, since His Highness the Maharaja Bhup Bahadur had announced in 

Durbar that he had a mind to donate a sum of Rs.1 0,000 from his privy purse for the 

development of Primary Educational facilities. The state council was moved to open 

a Training School to prepare teachers of Primary and Middle Class Schools according 

to modern requirement. Cutting across the Socio-Religious boundary lines, the Brit

ish influenced liberal Maharaja had made arrangement for the overall development of 

his subjects in the field of education. This was reflected from the data presented here. 

There were altogether 7,640 Hindu and 4, 752 Mohammedans pupils in the Primary 

Schools at the close ofthe year 1937-38. In view ofthe fact that Mohamedans barely 

constitute one third of the population of the state and their progress was commend

able. In 1940-41, there were altogether 9, 910 Hindu and 5, 763 Mohammedan pupils 

in the Primary Schools and the number ofCooch Beharis was 15,178. The number of 

girls student was I, 766. In the year 1940-41, 533 pupils appeared at the upper pri

mary entrance examination and 123 I at the lower primary entrance examination of 

w·hich 350 pupils passed the upper primary and I, 128 the Lower Primary Entrance 

Examination. 
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Table 23. The Progress of Priman Schools 

Year 1935-36 1936-37 1938-39 1939-40 1940-41 

No. of Schools 334 353 402 408 440 

No. of Pupils 11,320 12,232 \2,852 12,88 15,691 

The number of schools increased rapidly mainly due to the desire evinced 

b);·tl1e peopTe to build more school houses and to maintained them. In the year \930-

40, for the cause of expansion of Primary Education and with a view to obtain local 

non official opinion in the matter, the state council ordered an educational survey,. and 

Inspector of Schools visited 36 centers, interviewing 5,328 people who represented 

627 major villages. The Educational Survey of 1939-40 gave the inspiration to the 

local people for the greater participation in the Educational Development. A separate 

Ministry for Education was created during the reign ofMaharaja Jagadipendra Narayan 

and Shri Satish Chandra Roy was the first Education Minister of the State ofCooch 

Behar. To give momentum in the right direction, the Ministry of Education adopted 

the" Five Years Plan". The main objectives of the plan was to nationalise the whole 

education system. The outnumbered of the population those who were out of educa

tion could be brought within the plan periodY 1
' 

In the history of education thought, Sargent Report ( 1944 ) occupies a very 

prominent place, since it provided very bold recommendations towards primary edu

cation during British regime. The report recommended for the first time a system of 

universal compulsory and free education for all boys and girls between ages of 6 and 

14. Even in free India, we have been craving for it and have not been able to succeed 

so far
02

' The Kher Committee ( 1948 ) recommended the introduction of universal 

compulsory basic education for the children between the ages of 6-11 within a period 

often years ( i.e by 1958 ) and the children between the ages of 6-\4 within 16 years 

(i.e by 1964 ).With the merger ofCooch Behar with the Indian Union and subse

quently after becoming a District of the State of West Bengal, the District of Coach 

Behar comes under the development administrative fold of the West Bengal State. 

Obviously, the educational march of the feudatory state was merged with the efforts 

ofWest Bengal State Administration. 
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Out of a total population of 678,158 in 1951, the number of pupils receiving 

school education in March 1953 stood at 42,525 of roughly 7 percent of the popula

tion. The number of Primary Schools in 1952-53 was 555, of which 532 were boys 

and 32 for girls. 236 Primary Schools Functioned as Government managed, 246 as 

aided and 20 as unaided schools. 53 schools functioned as Government Sponsored 

Free Primary Schools for displaced children. Even in 1952-53, 227 Primary Schools 

out of a total of 555, or as much as 41 percent, were single-teacher schools, supposed 

to teach four classes I to IV The number of pupils in these 227 single-teacher schools 

was 9,0 15;6, 715 being boys and 2,300 girls. The total number of Primary Teachers in 

i11e district \vas I ,072, I ,016 being men and 62 women. 748 teachers served in Gov

ernment inanaged and sponsored schools, 298 in aided and unaided Primary Schools. 

Most School houses are ill-equipped and undersized, sorry looking structures. The 

total expenditure over Primary Education in 1952-53 amounted to Rs.5,69,427 of 

which Rs.5,66,517 came from Government sources. The extent ofwastage of educa

tional etfort is measured by the number of pupils in the lowest class against the num

ber of pupils eventually reaching class I Y. Thus against a total enrolment of II, 928 

pupils in class I in 1950, only 5,306 pupils reached class IV in 1953. 6,662 pupils, 

therefore, gave up their studies and possibly relapsed into illiteracy. Hence wastage in 

primary education in the district was calculated at 55.5 percent of the admissions. c
23

l 

Table 24. The Growth of Primarv Institutions During 1951-52 to 1960-61. 

Year 1951-52 1953-54 

No. of 535 
Schools 

586 

Pupils 30,067 34,683 

1955-56 

660 

48,011 

1957-58 1959-60 1960-61 

686 764 842 

51,888 57,580 63,367 

Within ten years after the I st Census was taken in the post Independence 

period, the number of Primary Schools in this district had increased considerably. In 

1960-61, the number of Schools had become 842 and the number of students attend

ing these schools had become 63,367. The number of Schools directly managed by 

the Government was 558 with 43,154 on the rolls. The rest were under private man

agement which had been receiving aids from the Government or from the District or 

Municipal Boards. The district has no unaided school. In the Census year 1961, the 
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number of students attending various Primary Schools in the district have accounted 

for about 23.85 per cent of total persons in the age group 5-14. The male students 

have accounted for 57.29 per cent and the girl students for 7.2 per cent amongst the 

total male and female population of the district in the age group 5-14 respectively. 

The progress of education in the district can be viewed more rationally from a study 

of the census figures in respect of attainment of literacy by the people of the district. 

In the census of 1951 the percentage ofliterates of this district was only 15 against the 

state's literacy percentage of 21.5 that year. As per 1961 census; out of the total 

population of 10,19,806 persons, 8,05,636 are literate without any educational level 

and 84,652 persons are educated on some educatiomil level. The statement below 

gives the percentage of literates among persons, males and females in the rural and 

urban areas separately for the district of Cooch-Behar as well as for the state. c
2

-1> 

Table 25. Percentage of Literates. 

Percentage of Literatures 

State I District Rural Urban Persons Males Females 

West Bengal R 21.64 32.86 9.73 

u 52.89 59.59 43.33 

Coach Behar R 18.29 28.85 6.55 

u 56.98 63.61 48.42 

Article 45 of the Indian Constitution directed that free and compulsory educa

tion for all children until the age of 14 years should be provided by 1960. For the first 

three Five Year Plan, the substantial development in respect of involvement of chil

dren of group 6-11 and the number of primary schools. In Fourth Plan ( 1969-74), the 

major programmes included were : 

1. An early fulfillment of the constitutional directive on universal elementary 

education. 

2. To provide primary schools within accessible walking distance from all vil

lages. 

3. To increase the enrolment of girls and of children of Scheduled Casts and 

Scheduled Tribes and other weaker sections of the community. 

... 
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4. To reduce wastage and stagnation. 

5. To initiate pilot projects for the organisation of part-time schools for those 

children who cannot attend on a whole time basis. 

6. In classes I-V, the target of enrolment was to increase from 53 9 lakhs or 

75.1% of the age group to 686 lakhs or 85.3% of the age group. 

According to 1971 Census, 3, I 0, 5 76 persons are literate out of total popula

tion ofthe district ofCooch Behar i.e. 14, 12,148. Out of3, 10,576literature person, 
(2~) . 

2,31,336 are males and only 79,240 females. The total number ofPnmary Schools 

i':l .. !~.e distric!_according to 1971 census was 1114 while the number increased to 1286 

in I 98 I. The number of Primary Schools in the different Police Station is shown in the 

figure given below. 

Table 26. Number of t>rimm=y Schools in the Different Police Station 

Name of P. S 

Haldibari 

Mekhliganj 

Mathabhanga 

Sitalkuchi 

Koch-Bihar 

Tufanganj 

Dinhata 

Sitai 

No of Primary Schools 

74 

84 

223 

73 

323 

174 

282 

53 

Total- I 286 

The growth of Primary Institutions during 1950-51 to 1990-91 is given be-

low. 

Table 27. Growth of Priman Institutions during 1950-51 to 1990-91 

Year I951 1961 1971 1981 199I 2001 

No. of Schools 535 842 1114 1286 1706 1806 

Source: Census /95/, JC)(i/. /97/, /98/. /99/ a/1(1 :!00/ 
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This chart can be clearly explained through column chart that the growth of 

primary schools for the post-independence period. The chart indicates that the num

ber of primary schools rises gradually till 1991 but during last ten years the no. of 

primary schools almost stands to its steady state. 

The district Coach Behar has been undergoing DPEP since 1996 with a pris

tine objective ofuniversalisation of primary education (UPE) by 2002-2003 in pursu

ance \Vith our constitutional commitment. In doing so the prime objectives has been 

access, enrolment, retention and quality of primary education for those of 5 to 9 age 

group. A programme of such involvement and commitment immensely requires per

ceptual backup of the three tier panchayat raj structure and other specialised specified 

agencies entrusted for the purpose. It is a programme of innovative ideas and creative 

activity envisaged people's participation at the grass root level. It demands to build up 

an adequate level of perception so far as its implementation and accomplishment of 

objectives are concerned. While the well defined objectives ofDPEP run in its unique 

\vay to ensure access, enrolment, retention and quality upgradation towards 

universalisation of primary education, elementary education, the prime issue to ad

dressed are ; gender participation, grass root mobilisation, drop-out management, 
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school and class room environment and socio-economic environment of the villages. 

An integrated approach has been undertaken to realise the DPEP towards developing 

and formulating a location specific and culture-friendly, training, orientation and per

suasion programmes in terms of contents, methodologies, design and impact. 

Present Education and Infrastructure Status 

With regard to status of literacy, in Coach Behar district it is (67.21 per cent) 

below the state's average of69.22 per cent. It is also noticeable that within the same 

~istrict whi~_e the urban literacy level is at 86.64 per cent, the same for the rural area is 

barely 65.63 per cent (200 I census) and it is to a substantial extent i.e. 21.0 I per cent 

lower than the urban one. Again, within the same populace, the difference between 

male (77. 83 per cent) and female literacy (57. 04 per cent) has been to the tune of 

20.79 per cent. The other important aspect of the district scenario is the wretched 

literacy status of the rural women which is only 55.02 per cent and also is contrast

ingly poor against the ubran female with a .blazing literacy rate of 91.63 per cent.<26l 

The district of Coach Behar ranks lowest, just above Purulia in terms of District 

Development Index (DOl), needs a special attentions for the overall development of 

the district ofCooch Behar. The literacy percentage of Coach Behar falls short ofthe 

state average. The following tables will provide the clear picture. 

Table 28. THE DEMOGRAPHIC AND OTHER FEATURES OF THE 
DISTRICT COOCH BEHAR AND WEST BENGAL 

Total Density of Urbanisation Population Population Gro\\1h rate 
population Population 'X. Growth rate 'Yc 
(in lakh) (per Km.) 'X. Total Male Female 

(I) (2) OJ (.f) (5) (G) (7) 

\V.B. 679.83 767.0 27.48 ') ')') ')7 70 67.81 4t1 s tl 
Cooch- 21.71 641.00 7.8 I 2.20 45.78 57.35 33.31 
Behar (3.1 ') J1l:I'Cl:llt 

to thl: State) 
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Table 29. BLOCK- WISE DISTRIBUTION OF SOME IMPORTANT 
PARAMETERS 

Distri.:t COB Area Population Population sc Literates (" 0) 

and th~ Blo.:ks (Sq. Kms.) hdow ago 7 Population Male ("·o) Female (" 0) Total (%) 
\'l.!ars 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (li) (7) 

Dt\1 c,,~·ch Behar 
33~7 

: 1.71.1~.; IX 90 ) 1 75 65 nn 3) (\() -15.n 

C 'o,,ch fkhar -1 371 3~ 
2.2~.-C3 

19 3~) 4) 711 63 :\2 ~4 t;~) 37.67 nn:-::n 
, .. ),)\.'h l.kh•LT -II 36~ ~~ 

2. "ri.X" I I X 21 .+X.-\) 6."\ )(i 3h4X -l6.12 (II x~·, 

Tulimganj- I 19~ 55 
1.91.~55 I X XI ~X II 66.93 3-1.-l-l 36 21 lfiS X I\ 

Tufanganj - II 257 07 
l.-l7.3X'l 19 17 52 7X 6-l:\2 33 07 3-1.25 (II(, 7X) 

Dinhata -I 250 on 2.39. 962 19 9~ 42 95 65.52 35.-+X 35.-1~ r' II n;) 

"Dii\h;ib -II . 103 .~0 I.X7.61 c 19 66 4) 6~) 65.:0:3 3-1.17 33.37 
(fli'\ {...l) 

~ lathahhanga -1 157 99 I.G:.:\27 1n9 71 (>5 71 33 2X 67 I s.90 ([}7 ~X\ 

\bthahhanga -II 156n 1.6s.7:11 19 5-l tl' 72 6X G~ 31 .il 32.53 (117 771 

llaldihari 1~9 ~X 77)'03 21111) c,: ~)] 7fl 32 .~IJ (,:-; 2~.3X 
1 II~ -\X) 

Sitai 171 X3 
~(1,)1)1) 

2 I ''' t/1; 1)7'1 
t.X c,X 711 7X :.~} ::. 2-l 15 

Sitalku.:hi 1111 53 15l.QJ3 
i 11r~ 1)1) ·, 

19.(,: 57 X2 6Y 2:-i 3!1.72 :.x.6-l 

~kkhliganj :xx tH 1.11.(11 'l 
,·o..:; 11' 

1921 r:,;-.;) 711111 ~H.~)-l .11.56 

Note: Figures in parenthesis indicate '%of district's population 

Table 30. Comparison the Literacv Status of the district to the State. 

Lit.: rae\· \Vorkers ("" to Agril workers I Iouslwld Non- I Ioushold I Ioushold ... total popula- (
0

" of Main \l'l>rkers (0
" of workers ("" ol \\·orkcrs ('Y., of 

Urban Rural lion) worb:rs) main \\'orkcrs) main \\'l>rkcrs) main \\'orkers) 
(!{) (~) (I 0) (II) (12) ( 13) ( 1-l) 

WR 75.27 50.50 32.1~ 55.71 3. ~0 12.07 0.78 

>"'ooch Beha 77.23 -l~Ui~ 32.1-l 75.-lo 2.31 -l. 80 0.02 

Source: (1991 cenws; .\'!C. Cooch Behar) 

Table 31. SUB DIVISION-WISE LITERACY BY SEX. 1981 & 1991 

Sub-divisions Urban Rural Total 
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 

Cooch Behar (I ~81) 77.2 59.2 65.9 U.7 21.7 32.6 7.8 28.2 38.3 
Dinhata (I ~X I) 77.~ 6-l. ~ 71.6 .16.~ 16.3 26. ~ 3X.-l 17.9 28.5 
Tufanganj (In I) 75..1 (d.i 68.(, 3-l.2 12.-l 23.(, 35.3 13.6 2-l.8 
Mathabhanga (I ~X I) 27.7 (>-l.2 7U 38.(, I 7. I 28. I 3~.3 I 7.'.) 28.~ 

Mekhliganj (I ~81) 62.~ -l~.~ 5().~ 33.5 12.2 23.3 31.2 1-l. (, 25.6 
District (I ~81) 72.(> 5~.1 (,(,.1 37.7 I 6.5 27-l -lO I ltJ.5 30 I 
District (1991) 82.63 71.55 77.23 55.06 N7-l -l2.8l) ~] \'i 33.31 -l'i. 78 

Source: Cen.ms of lntlia 1981 & 1991 

Following points may be observed from above tables. 

1. Block Coach Behar- II has got the highest population ( 11.83 per cent) 
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2. Block Haldibari has got the lowest population size (3.85 per cent) 

3. All block have got a predominant contribution of SC population. 

4. In all blocks, the difference between the Male & Female literacy levels 

is badly conspicuous, for male it is well above 60 per cent in all cases, 

for the female it is 28.94 per cent to 36.48 per cent only. 

5. The contribution of agricultural labourers to the population of main 

workers varies from 19.68 per cent. 

6. The ratio of cultivators to main workers varies in between 40.28 and 

67.74 per cent. 

The total number of primary schools is I796 having existing class rooms 3806 

with a short fall of 3 515 class rooms. At present, the district is having 5650 primary 

teachers and total enrolment in primary classes is 285I24. Thus, the existing student

teacher ratio is 50: I in 200 I while the required number of primary teachers should be 

7128 to a ratio of 40 : I. The number single teacher schools in the district is 112 while 

the two, three and four teacher schools are 530, 634 and 284 respectively_cm The 

following table provides at a glance on the existing infra-structural facilities on educa

tion in Coach Behar district. 

Table 32. Infra-structural Facilities on Education in 1999-2000. 

-- ------~---~-·---

Institution No. Scholars Teachers 
Male Female 

Primary Schools 1796 180082 1555% 6679 

Jr. High Schools 57 8600 3-l92 387 

Secondary Schools 127 -l6621 23018 2188 

Higher Secondar~Y Schools (,(, -l3l-l6 230 l X l7GG 

Degree Colleges <) lll2X 37-lO 230 

Professional & Technical Schools (, 12GO 1-lO 82 

Child Education Centres 5 100 60 9 

Mass Literacy Centres l97G 25130 l 0117 1976 

-- -----

Source: District Statistic:al Hand Book, 1999-2000 (Combined), Cooc:h Behar. 
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Since Coach Behar is a scheduled castes dominated district and rapid initia

tives have been undertaken for universalising elementary education, the abysmal lit

eracy status of the scheduled castes have been first changing by way of additional 

drives for enrolment. The enrolment in schools of the district for scheduled castes and 

no scheduled castes has been almost parallel. However, experiences suggest that the 

drop-out rate is higher for scheduled castes. The enrolment ratio for scheduled castes 

boys and girls is also nearly similar, however there has been a steady drop-outs expe

rience for the scheduled castes girls. This is because of the multi pronged socio-eco

nomic compulsions faced by the scheduled castes population in general. The block

:.;~:ise literacy- percentage suggests that female literacy has been very poor. Female 

literacy is mostly town oriented and the over all female literacy rate is not more than 

15 per cent during 1991 census, which was 12.5 per cent during 1981 census. Coach 

Behar block I occupies the highest percentage of literacy rate which is nearly 42.5 per 

cent in 1991 with increase of nearly 5 per cent from 1981 census period. The weakest 

among all the block in terms of literacy has been Haldibari followed by Mekhliganj, 

Sitalkuchi, Mathabhanga-1 and Mathabhanga-11. The percentage of female literacy in 

these blocks have been marginal. The following tables would help us to understand 

the additional initiatives taken by the district under District Primary Education Pro

gramme for the overall development of the elementary education and literacy status 

ofthe scheduled castes populace ofthe district_<ZH> 

Table 33. Enrolment bv Age Group of the District Cooch Behar. 

Primary School <6 6-10 ll,-13 > 13 Total 

Total Students 33034 283165 20135 749 337083 

Boys 17045 146290 10144 334 173813 

Girls 15989 136875 9991 415 163270 

S.C. Students 17714 155683 11309 427 185133 

S.C. Boys 9097 80894 5764 216 95971 

S.C. Girls 8617 74789 5545 211 89162 

S.T. Students 231 2236 149 6 2622 

S.T. Boys Jl"' _ _, 1170 86 2 1381 

S.T. Girls 108 1066 63 4 1241 
-. ··- -
Source: A Report 011 DIS£, DPEP, Cooclt Be/tar, 1997-98 
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Table 34. Primar-v School Age Group Population and Enrolment of Cooch Behar. 

Classification Population (6-11) Enrolment (6-11) 

Total Boys Girls Total Boys Girls 

Total 31~978 135222 \79756 2%238 1529 II 1~3327 

Scheduled Caste I X9211 (,l)(, .. l() II!J571 16302!) X~712 7X317 

Scheduled Tribe 1919 95!) 0 2316 12\S 109X 

Otl1cr Back,\·"iird ·class 0 0 0 1763 !)15 X-lX 

Others 123X-lX (,-l623 5!J225 129130 66066 63064 

-·---------- -- --· -- ·~· 
...... - ---- ---- -------- ---·-------

%S.C. (,0.07 51.50 (,(,_52 55.03 55.-lO 56.6-l 

%, S.T. ll_(, I (). 71 () .5:; 0.7X O.XO 0.77 

'X, O.B.C. (). ()() 0.00 (). ()() (). 60 0. 60 (). 5!) 

%Others 39.32 -l7. 7!) 32.95 -l3.21 -l3.21 -l-l.OO 

Source: A Report 011 DIS£, DPEP, Cooch Behar, 1997-98 

The tables indicate a rapid rise in the enrolment of scheduled castes children in 

the age group between 6 to 11 years. There is hardly any difference in the enrolment 

status between scheduled castes boys and girls. The enrolment percentage ofthe chil

dren in the age group between 6 to II years has been. less than the percentage of 

enrolment of scheduled castes boys and girls. This has been a unique feature for a 

district of Coach Behar because the majority of the populace especially living in the 

rural areas belong to scheduled caste category. The number of enrolment for the 

scheduled tribes boys and girls and of other backward classes are minimum because 

of the ignorable number of populace belong to this category. If one looks to the status 

of enrolment by age group, one can hardly find any quantitative difference between 

the general castes students and scheduled castes students. However, with the increase 

in the age group, one can find the increasing decay in enrolment for scheduled castes 

student especially for the scheduled castes girls. The economic incapacity and such 

other social constraints help the process of dropping out for the scheduled castes 

students especially girls students in an accelerated form.t291 
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The entire district is endowed with 115 Rural Libraries and also with equal 

number of reading rooms attached with them. As per the data given by the District 

Information Centre, the district is bringing out as many as 8 weekly, 9 fortnightly and 

2 monthly newspaper or bulletin and although this number is insignificant to cater to 

the need of a not only total population of about 22 lakhs but even to the literacy if it is 

around 9 lakhs (given the literacy rate 45.8 per cent for the district)_cJo) The status of 

medical and health facilities may be evident from the following table. 

Table 35. Status of Medical and Health Facilities 

Year Hospital Health Clinics Din pcnsaric5 Total Doctors 

1991 9 393 25 8 435 138 

1999 ll 393 25 8 437 176 

Source :District Statistical Hand Book, 1999-2000 (Combined)~ Cooch Behar. 

It appears that there are only 43 7 Health Care Units to manage a populace of 

about 22,00,000 i.e. for 5,000 people there is one such Centre/Unit; and for 650 boys 

and girls belonging to age group 5+ to II+ there is one such facility. Lack of con

sciousness and hygienic habits help the tropical diseases to victimise primary age 

groups boys and girls. In particular, the low intake of vegetables causing night blind

ness is a common phenomenon an1ong the school children of the said age group. 

To inflow the estascy of education to a myriad of dreaming eyes of the dis

trict's teeming children, the district has conceived the idea of DPEP as to be notable 

and composite, in content and approach. In universalising elementary education with 

a meaningful and imbued context for the entire Coach Behar district, the challenges 

and responsibilities have been emanating from four pertinent areas, i.e. Access, Re

tention, Equity and Achievement and eventually all these aspects are organically dove

tailed with each other. The district, in the face of an alarming rate of drop-outs (over 
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70 per cent) and the district in magnitude among other four DPEP districts, can hardly 

ignore the immense responsibilities of escalating the equality of the system and, of 

course, in this plan ofDPEP has rightly been envisaged in terms ofjoy ofbeing with 

School and, the access as joy of being at School and lastly the achievement, in terms 

of, joy ofbecoming in School. Nevertheless a marked progress in the realm ofliteracy 

the district has made, the rural- urban difference in this identified to the tune of34.34 

per cent (77.32%- 42.89%) is enough to indicate a grim discrimination. The other 

delineation proves another reality, that is in terms of difference in between distance of 

24.04 per cent (57.35 % - 33.31 %). While the State has earned a literacy level of 

')f ·T6per cent, the district has remained to the level of 45.78 per cent, and. against the 

State's Level offemale literacy of 46.56 per cent, the district has earned to the extent 

of33.3\ per cent only.<JJJ 

In considering the focus that is to be given in uplifting the backward and 

weaker communities in the district ( 5 I. 7 5 per cent of population represent S.C. com

munities as against the state's 23.62 per cent), it is also to be kept in mind that, 92.61 

per cent of the district's populace live in the rural ambit (against the state's 72.61 per 

cent) and where agriculture is only their formal and inevitable means of livelihood. 

With such a backdrop it is needless to say that the wonien and weaker communities 

and the mass general with their incredible agricultural back drop, should be the thrust 

areas for universalising primary programme for our district. And, accordingly, en

deavours have been converged to ensure people's participation from grass root in 

micro planning through the process of sensitisation, motivation and persuasion. The 

other organs like panchayats women's organisation, ICDS(lntegrated Child Develop

ment Scheme), CARE, DRDA( District Rural & Development Authority), 

NIC(Nationallnformatic Centre), educational institutions, organs related to rural de

velopments etc. have been persuaded and motivated to fabricate their views and ac

tions in drafting and preparing the proposed plan for DPEP. 

The District Primary Education Programme is rightly envisaging towards re

orienting its management system through indicating more pragmatic and diverged 

human into its ongoing process. In each of the 23 Circles, there was a Circle Level 

Resource Centre (CLRC) to monitor and steer the activity and progress of a cluster of 

schools. These centres will steer the activity and progress, plethora of thinking and 

actions towards how to send more.children to a school and how to make their school 
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going a more joyous, pleasant and placid experience. In this process, they will be 

involving people of traditional crafts and folk art in producing teaching - learning 

material and through these, they will be organically involved in the education system 

of their own children and their own desires. While learning is an individual's experi

ence, the process of education has been cascaded into an individual's experience from 

of societal performance and participation and to make it a splendid reality, endeav

ours shall be there to organise programmes like niass campaigning, Shiksha - mela, 

Mother's Day, Community consciousness- day, Area heritage day, exhibition on pro

ductive education etc. and many more to mention. (32
> 

The achieve on education is going to be an implicating addition to the struc

ture of resource centres in all the strata of managements viz. CLRC, BLRC (Block 

Level Resource Centre) and DNCIMS (District Nodal for Information, Monitoring 

and Study) and the essence of which should not merely to communicate the people 

but to convince them on the protile, status and projection of education of the area and 

that of the district. The orientation and training for the teachers, key persons and 

resource persons and other functionaries involved in DPEP will be more integrated, 

and intense, in content and methodology, and, shall be in the form of a regular and 

recurring phenomena. While, to light the lamp, not to fill the bucket, has seen the 

philosophy ofDPEP. We are emphasizing enormously on quality upgradation through 

improving and creating better and ne\ver teaching-learning environment. In doing 

this, use of modern well as folk media is essential, and there, all education vis-a-vis 

AV (Audio-Visual) media has been conceived as a cultural expansion of life process, 

not in itself as all of a material entity. Musical instruments have been proposed for a 

communication - resultant from of interaction between folk and modern media shall 

be sought for towards developing a more resilient cultural from of communication 

and stimulation. On the scholastic aspect, it is on the part of the state to cater to the 

programme on building befitting curricula, and, the district in this area shall be organ

ising relevant, auxiliary and supportive programmes with a view to ar1iculating and 

converting the experiences of the experts from all parts of the district and with a start 

from the grassroots up to the canopy. 

While equipping each ofthe DNCIMS, BLRC(s) & CLRC(s); an arrangement 

ofbooks·and periodicals of essentiality and additionally, the DPEP, Coach Behar is 

envisaging earnestly towards an academic structure and environment from the canopy 
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down to the grassroots. In manning the entire programme offormidabie coverage and 

enormous responsibilities, appointment of teachers has been thought of a view to 

minimizing the gap left in between existing teacher's strength and actual requirement 

following an increased enrolment, the contribution from DPEP shall be componental, 

not the whole. We are here projecting the requirement following increased population 

size (5+ to I 0+ yrs. age) up to 2003 A. D. and, the component of requirement to be 

catered is being presented. Quality and competency imbided with an emotive involve

ment for the cause of universalization elementary education shall be the only criterion 

in selecting teachers. The details of no. teachers to be recruited and the respective 

salary components have been given. 

In order to achieve UEE one of the important aspect is to improving the 

effectiveness of the teaching force. DPEP Coach Behar has laid sufficient importance 

to the factor and it is decided that the existing teachers will be oriented properly. MLL 

based strategies incorporating multigrade teaching will be devised for orientation. All 

existing teacher's of primary schools in the district will be covered in time- bound 

programme. Besides this it is also noted a good number of teachers in the district 

(about 35%) has not yet undergone formal JBT/PTTI course. It is proposed in this 

plan that for those untrained teachers a Correspondence- Cum - Contact course will 

be introduced in PTTls. The proposed course will be of 11/c. years duration and the 

course content will be at par with that of JBT/PTT diploma. The State Authority will 

develop the required material for this course and it will be conducted by the existing 

PTTls of the district. It has been proposed in this plan that Cooch Behar Govt. PTTI 

will be upgraded to DIET. Pending upgradation and co-operationalisation of DIET it 

is also proposed that the selected PTTI will be strengthened by adding 3 unites with 

induction of a few faculty to the PTTI. The proposed 3 unites will be - (i) Work 

Education (WE), (ii) Physical Education (PE) cell and (iii) Educational Technology 

and Educational i\'lanagement Training (ET & EMT) etc. Each cell will be equipped 

with one Branch Head and one Lecturer. Adequate number of Gr. C. and Gr. D staff 

will also be recruited. Besides appointment of staff provision will be made of con

struction of additional rooms, purchase of furniture, equipment and books. The 

strengthened PTTI will have some specific responsibilities UEE apart from conduct

ing regular pre-service and in-service training courses. cJJ> 
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24 per cent of the plan allocation has been meant for civil works. The con

struction works under this programme was in terms of new building construction for 

new school, new building construction for running schools devoid of the barest physi

cal structure, additional or reinforcement of existing ones. Physical structures have 

also been for each of 12 BLRCs to endow the concept with an objective reality. In 

- -constructing new structure or repair and reinforcement of the standing ones, the pur

poses are as under. 

(I) To provide sufticient accommodation for the enrolled & continuing 

children. 

(2) To use local resources, manpower and organisations. 

(3) To develop the building structure for new schools with ample textural 

aesthecity and newness so that the green-aged children feel fresh and 

lively during the time they are within the· school. 

(4) The BRC(s) and CRC(s) have to be physically structured in such a 

way that fair amount of architectural newness will be there and of 

course, with good amount of accommodative arrangements. 

Thus DPEP Coach Behar reiterate its commitment towards a better standard 

of primary education in the district in coming years. District Coach Behar is en vi sag-

: ing the construction of a new information management and common interaction plat

form aiming at congregation of experience, views and suggestions of resource per

sons through District Nodal Centre. for Infom1ation, Monitoring and Study (DNCIMS). 

The proposed function of DNCIMS, Coach Behar are<3~>; 

(a) To equip the nodal information centre with the latest information in 

regard to : 

(i) Enrolment status (quantitative aspect). 

(ii) Retention status (quantitative as well as qualitative aspect). 

(iii) Changing Teaching learning situation (qualitative aspect). 

(h) It is through survey, study and experience to develop benefiting 

orientation and training content and methodologies for teachers, 

parents and other functionaries. 

(c) To devised proper media-management with a focus on traditional and 

indigenous media attributing in harnessing and fostering elementary 

education in totality concept i.e. in terms of entire life-system. 
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(d) To organise time-framed seminar, workshops, interaction and cultural 

programme, sports and Mel as for demonstration of work education 

products rooted into the reason and spirit of Primary Education. 

(e) To organise and conduct survey and research on the constraints, com 

munication gaps, psychological impacts in terms of retention, attitude, 

motivation, skill, perception and other sociocultural, economic and 

environmental (both physical & psychological aspects parameters.) 

(f) To develop better and sustaining scholastic content and pedagogy along 

with work books and reference books. 

(g) · To develop a software management system for broad basing of data & 

information. 

(h) To develop an archive and study centre for presenting profile of 

education system in the district traversing time-series status over the 

past and projection therefore for the future. 

(i) To feed the State's MIS system with latest ofmicro level information 

and subsequently, equip the district's one with information received 

from the state's MIS. 

U) To develop the entire DNCIMS into a resilient mechanism for 

accumulation, dissemination and interpretation ofinformation through 

a process of top-down and down-top interaction linkage. 

The DPEP is an exercise in decentralized planning and disaggregated target 

setting in education. It is a home grown idea drawing the intellectual lineage from the 

Wardha experiment of the thirties in developing districts plans to universalize elemen

tary education. It is firmly rooted in the National Policy on Education, I 986 and 

Programme of Action, I 986. The goal is universal primary education and the route is 

not confined to formal schooling. The DPEP is centrally sponsored national pro

gramme evolved on the basis of varied experience the country possess and supple

mented by the experience of various international agencies directly involved in fund

ing primary education projects in the developing countries. The Government oflndia 

has received funding support for this programme from various sources from aboard. 

Although the sources of funding vary, the approach to plan and implement the pro

gramme in an integrated framework taking into account inter-district variations in 

levels of developing and interrelatedness of various education related programmes. 
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The effort is not to develop uniform plans, but to develop plans which vary in terms of 

priority and intervention strategies. The strategies are flexible and funding is ensured 

for activities which is justifiably lead to the attainment of objectives of the programme. 

The objectives of the DPEP are : (i) universal access to primary education through 

formal schools or their alternatives, (ii) to reduce overall drop-out rate at primary 

level to less than ten percent; (iii) to increase the achievement levels by 25 per cent 

from the surveyed base line and (iv) to reduce disparities of all types to less than five 

per cent.<3~l Evidently, any district brought under District Primary Education Pro

gramme does have following features : (i) educationally backward districts where 
..... -·- .... · ;. ..... -.. --- ·- ... 

female literacy below the national average; and (ii) districts where Total Literacy 

Campaigns (TLC) have been successful leading to enhanced demand for primary edu

cation. 

The planning process under the DPEP is participatory which ensures mobili

zation, planning from below and developing planning competencies at all levels. The 

participation is not confined to any committee approach. It involves consultations and 

peliberations with Yillage Education Committees, Local Government Bodies, teacher's 

Unions. Parent-Teacher Associations, Women Groups etc. The experience of Total 

Literacy Campaign (TLC) forms a reliable asset in this regard. The DPEP envisages 

convergence of services at grassroot level and hence involvement of departments 

other than education becomes essential. lt involves participation by representatives of 

people at the local level and direct beneficiaries of the programme. While consulta

tions are broad and varied, the outcome needs to be concrete and specitic which can 

be translated into identifiable targets and interventions strategies. Various districts 

specific studies are also initiated in the DPEP districts. The empirical evidence gener

ated from the studies forms the basis to evolve realistic strategies. The district plans 

are to be internally consistent, well sequenced with clearly defined strategies and 
. • • • • (36) 

momtonng activities. 

The Programme envisages to provide to each district a maximum amount of 

Rs. 4000 million over a period of six to seven years. These funds are additionalities 

and are not substitutable. The DPEP funds are over and above the normal develop

ment expenditure the state and district otherwise would have incurred. This implies 

that : (i) the DPEP may nor fund any of the on-going programmes which the State 

Government is supposed to fund, and (ii) the State Government is expected to main-
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tain the budgetary provision for primary education atleast at the 1991-92 level in real 

terms. The DPEP is an effort to link the in-school process with broader objectives of 

overall development of primary education in a district. The DPEP is not envisaged as 

an enclave project. Many strategies and interventions may have wider applicability. 

Such interventions can be extended to other districts. The sustainability and replicability 

of the strategies become essential elements to successful implement the programme. 

Rigorous monitoring and detailed reporting are unavoidable elements to ensure proper 

implementation ofthe programme. 

·· ·· ·· ····Existing Organisational Structure of Primary Education at the District Level 

and Organisational Structure of DPEP at the District Level. 

District Primary Education Programme was formally launched in West Bengal 

in 1997-98. The total project cost for 5 districts was about Rs. 200 crores which at 

the end of the 7-years project period will stand at Rs. 266 crores. The estimated 

project cost per district is 40 crores, out of which a maximum of 24 per cent can be 

spent on civil construction (basically, building support to primary schools) and 6 per 

cent on administration cost. Rest 70 per cent is to be spent mainly on access, retention 

and quaiity improvement interventions as planned by each district. West Bengal has 

come under DPEP during its phase 11 and hence is referred to as DPEP II state. Five 

more districts viz. Jalpaiguri, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, Maida and Purulia 

have been identified to be brought under DPEP during 1999-2000.<371 

ln pursuance of the guidelines of District Primary Education Programme, 

Coach Behar being a DPEP district has a District Project Office headed by the Dis

trict Project Ofticer (DPO). There are other Technical Officers to help and assists the 

District Project Ofticer. There are three committees at the district level assigned with 

different functions. These are District Level Coordination Committee (DLCC), Dis

trict Project Implementation Committee (DPlC), District Pedago!,ry and Training Com

mittee (DPTC). All these committees have been duly constituted in Coach Behar. 

Within the district, District Level Coordination Committee is an apex decision mak

ing body with Sabhadhipati as its chairman and District Magistrate as its Vice-Chair

man. The District Project Ofticer of Coach Behar DPEP is its Member-Secretary. 

There are other members in the committee who are mainly drawn from Panchayat 

Samity (PS), Zilla Parishad (ZP), Municipalities, NGOs and Primary Teachers Train-
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ing Institute (PTTI), Senior Administrative and Educational Officers of the district 

are also members ofthe committee. Besides the District Level Committees, there are 

other important committees created at the block and panchayat level for the realisa

tion of District Primary Education Programme. Sabhapatis of Panchayat Samities 

have been the Chairman of Block Level Coordination Committee (BLCC) and Block 

Development Officers (BOO) are the Yice-Chainnan. Senior Sub-Inspectors of Schools 

of the respective block have been the Member-Secretary. For the district Coach Behar, 

12 BLCCs have been set up for 12 Blocks of the district. The BLCCs are constituted 

to perform the functions like; (a) to induct training and orientation to teachers (re

~~~r~e teacher), (b) to organise an Annual Education Fair or Siksha-Mela for devel

oping an organic interactions among teacher-parent-pupil, panchayat people, rural

artisians and other stake-holders towards framing a natural and holistic system of 

education, (c) to monitor and evaluate the entire activity at a quarterly interval in 

regard to teacher's performance, enrolment status of pupils, retention situation, quali

tative changes, constraints developed if any, identify gaps and collect suggestion, (d) 

to feed back the collected and congregated information to higher nodal centre, (e) to 

develop crop and plant museum for training of productive & functional education 

system, (f) to organise workshop on preparation of teaching-learning materials in

\'olving local artisans and craftsmen, mothers' training on a low cost but balanced diet 

and other health consciousness, folk performances on folk songs and drama etc. for 

creating and stimulating teaching-learning involvement (g) to orient and training of 

the Physical instructors dovetailed with different indigenous form of games, (h) to 

develop an Education Archive and information centre for depicting detail information 

i.e., block territory, area topography, riverain system, agricultural and animal resource 

status, geo-climatological status demography, educational status cultural milieu, his

torical and archaeological back-drop of the block, ecological paradigm of the block & 

projection of future changes and perspectives of education for the block and (i) other 

activities suggested or developed from grass-root level & people's interaction.<JHJ 

To provide regular academic support to teachers and primary schools of the 

district ofCooch Behar there exists an arrangement of setting up Resource Centres at 

the circle level. These are known as Circle Level Resource Centres (CLRCs). CLRCs 

are supposed to have their own buildings with a library, documentation centre, train

ing infrastructure etc. Three primary school teachers are appointed as Resource Teach

ers ofCLRC on deputation from DPSC. These resource centres provide a platform to 
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the local primary school teachers for regular formal and informal interaction on vari

ous pedagogic management issues. In the district of Coach Behar, twenty three Circle 

Level Resource Centres (CLRCs) have been constituted to monitor the District Pri

mary Education Programme at the circle level. The Block Level Resource Centre is 

the conceptual body while the Circle Level Resource Centre is functional body. In 

West Bengal CLRCs have been activated in such a way that they performed the duty 

of CLRCs as well as of BLRCs. The concerned Sub-Inspector of Schools in-charge 

of the Circle acts as the Circle Project Coordinator (CPC). The CLRC building houses 

are also the office of Sub-Inspector of Schools. This set up thus acts as the Circle 

· P~~kct Office (CPO) - being an interface between distri.ct office and Village Educa

tion Committees. The functions of such committee are (i) monitoring, supervision 

and inspection of school performance, (ii) orientation, persuasion & motivation of 

· teachers, parents and pupils, (iii) organisation of annual education fair (shishu shibha 

mela, Ma-0-Meya mela & Anganawadi mela) and sports, (iv) observing education

day, environment-day, health-day, krishi-dibas etc., (v) organisation of enrolment drive 

and campaign for better education environment and reduction of drop-outs etc., (vi) 

guardians' interaction with teachers at a regular interval, (vii) orientation and work

shops on rural crafts, artisianship towards preparing indigenous teaching-learning 

material, (viii) to feed back on field-level observations i.e., achievements & constraints 

etc. right to the higher nodal centre i.e., District Project Office, (ix) to devise and 

disseminate methodologies for people's motivation and involvement in the process of 

universalisation the quality of primary education with quantum support through group

meeting, field-days, inter-school competitions, (x) to organise and develop an infor-

. mat ion centre and archive on related aspects of educatio~ and rural life as mentioned 

earlier, and (xi) to help towards building competency-based learning through presen

tation of Audio Visual materials & methodologies like showing of documentary films, 
1 cultural meet etc. c39

> 

For community participation in primary education system at the grass-root 

level, Village Education Committees (VECs) have been set up in each Gram Sansad 

of the district of Coach Behar. Their urban counterparts are Ward Education Com

mittees (WECs). VECs have the representation of different sections of the local com

munity including primary school teachers, guardians, women, disadvantages group 

like SC/ST, neo-literates, volunteers of Total Literacy Campaign, people interested in 

. education, NGOs, Govt. oflicials of Education, Health, Social Welfare Departments 
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etc. A teacher of the local primary school is the secretary of VEC while the local 

Panchayat representatives is the Chairman/Chairperson. All the civil works interven

tions under Coach Behar DPEP for primary schools are implemented by VECs/WECs. 

These include construction of new building or additional room, repair of school build

ing, construction of toilet, providing drinking water facility to the school etc. For this 

purpose a sub-committee under VEC/WEC called Village Construction Committee 

(VCC) or Ward Construction Committee (WCC) is constituted which is trained on 

basis of civil works by the District Project Officer. Besides this VEC is supposed to 

plan and undertake need based activities required for universalisation primary educa-
·- - --- -· • • -~- ,.. - ~ -·- - •• -- • -- •• c • ,. • 

tion at the village/Gram Sansad level. Like VEC, Word Education Committees have 

been constituted at the Municipal areas of the district of Coach Behar. In Coach 

Behar, 1228 Village Education Committees (YECs) and 40 Ward Education Commit

tees (WECs) have been constituted to monitor the District Primary Education Pro

gramme at the circle. Pradhan/Up-Pradhan/Senior Panchayat member or Municipal 

Councillor have been the President of YEC/WEC. Senior Head Teacher of the pri

mary school within the VEC/WEC is the Secretary. Other Head Teachers ofthe pri

mary schools within the juridiction of VEC/WEC, member of P.S./Z.P., two female 

member nominated by G.P./Councillor, one member from S.T./S.C. & minority nomi

nated by G.P./Councillor and one must be woman, 3 guardians nominated by G.P./ 

Councillor and must be female guardian, one secondary school teacher nominated by 

P.S./Municipality, two master trainer/voluntary trainer of TLC nominated by G.P./ 

Councillor, worker of ICDS, librarian of recognised village library and one repre

sentative of S.l. of Schools are the members of VEC/WEC. The functions of such 

VEC/WEC committee are (a) to appoint sub committee for ensuring enrolment, (b) 

to conduct survey works in the village for identifYing nos. of total enrolled children in 

the village, nos. of boys and girls not enrolled and nos. of boys and girls enrolled but 

not attending, (c) to appoint sub committee for girls education, (d) to select sites for 

new schools, ("e) to select schools where new buildings/additional rooms and repair 

works required, (f) to propose shifting system of schools required, (g) to organise 

Siksha Mela!Awareness meetings, (h) to prepare plans as DPEP guidelines, (i) to tone 

up NFE centres along with schooling system on the basis of local needs, U) resource 

creation and resource mobilisation, (k) to supervise construction/repair works, (I) to 

organise campaign and sensitisation programmes, (m) to select Animators and organ

ise their orientation programmes, (n) to monitor attendance and departure of teach-
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ers, ( o) to conduct regular meetings with parents, teachers, guardians and others, (p) 

to encourage Alternative System of education for those who never attend school, ( q) 

to appoint female volunteers for enhancement of enrolment on contact basis, (r) to 

maintain relationship with guardians, parents and teachers, (s) to evolve such pro

grammes that may contribute to universal access and to help ICDS works in prepar

ing the children below age group of five for primary schools. (~o) 

District Primary Education Programme is not merely an educational pro-

,,,gr.<.u:m1e. _Tl~i.? is a social programme as well. The c,ardin~!.objectives of the programme 

are (i) to create appropriate social and educational situations for universal quality 

primary education for all the children of 5-9 age-group along with universal comple

tion of primary education by all the children of the age group, and (ii) ensuring in

volvement of the existing institutions and local community in the matter of school

level affairs of the education of the children.<~l) The DPEP on Coach Behar has some 

functional areas which are given below : 

A. Pedagogical Intervention 

All interventions and inputs under DPEP as for UPE converge materially to

wards development of human resource through ensuring achievements of children of 

primary schools. ln order to ensure universal achievements micro-level interventions 

in schools, child-to-child level interventions should be ensured. It is being seen that 

despite training of the teachers on various pedagogical issues during the last 3 years 

teachers in many cases are facing problems in implementing in class rooms what they 

have acquired through training. In order to do away with this discrepancy, the CLRCs 

are growing as the local academic support systems. Before child-to-child level inter

ventions are made two considerations are very important : (i) creating an awareness 

in the community about the importance of children, the need for their education as 

opposed to engaging them in various household or earning activities, and (ii) making 

the teachers realize that with the skill of proper classroom management a teacher can 

reach every child in the classroom even that classroom is overcrowded otherwise he 

cannot ensure that the children will learn. West Bengal District Primary Education 

Programme (WBDPEP) has a structured arrangement for undertaking pedagogical 

renewal exercise involving State Resource Group (SRG) on Pedagogy at the state 

level and District Resource Groups (DRGs) at the district level with CLRCs at the 
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circle level. c~2 > These exercises include providing necessary inputs developed through 

workshops, interactions, brain-storming, attachment to primary schools, field visits, 

exposure visits etc. to the concerned agency/authority for teaching learning process 

renewal, text book renewal, curriculum renewal, teachers' training, CLRC training 

and development, teachers' guides, etc. Some special activities of the district are as 

follows. · 

l. Pedagogy Park 

Some special facilities like learning corners, both internal or external, or child

,Jrje_odly. pedagogy-support elements in the form of Pedagogy Parks in 12 x 2 = 24 

BLRC adopted schools and 23 x I = 23 special intervention schools of23 CLRCs i.e., 

total 4 7 schools have already been adopted(~J> 

2. Development of class I teacher 

It has been tested by the outcomes of the Baseline Assessment Survey (BAS), 

1996 and Mid-term Assessment Survey (MASS), 1999 that pupil at the end of class-

1 remain very week in language, and even weaker than what they are in Mathemat

ics(~~> For this programme one training module has been developed by District Re

source Group (DRG) on Pedagogy, some capable resource teachers who are not in 

the DRG, some capable teachers of the district who have acted as RPs for teachers 

training through workshop under the guidance of the DPO and with strong and valu

able support from the SPO. 

3. School based Learning.lmprovement Programme (SLIP) 

Some 10 schools are being selected per CLRC. 10 such CLRCs to a total of 

100 schools are being selected at the first phase for this programme. Gradually the 

tangible improvements in these selected schools will lead to generate of demand in the 

remaining schools of the same CLRC. SLIP is by and large a teacher-orientation 

programme. It is a teacher-orientation programme with changes in the operational 

aspect and contextual matters. Accordingly the main inputs were designed to orient 

the teachers towards child centric activity based teaching learning methods through 

macro-level training on (i) TLM-use and preparation of, (ii) multigrade teaching, (iii) 

activity based teaching learning-first module, (iv) activity based teaching learning

second module, (v) gender problems in the classroom, etc.(~s> The objectives were to 

give the teachers ideas on the transaction methodologies and the various issues re-
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lated to transaction and classroom processes. The mode ofthe training were four-tier 

cascade mode viz. Master Trainer --1- Key Resource Persons --1- Resource Persons-? 

Teachers. The targets of the programme are (a) to eliminate grade repetition by the 

students who have more than 70 per cent attendance, (b) to improve school attend

imces by more than 5 percentage points on an average, (c) to bring down the drop-out 

rate at the end of each grade to 3 per cent, etc. 

4. Teachers' Training 

The DPEP is based on the assumption that the quality of education largely 

depends on the development of the capacity building of the teachers who are holding 

tesponsibility to provide basic education to the students. It is indeed recognised that 

the teachers are the principal catalyst to address the diversified issues involved in 

primary teaching. Thus to realise the basic DPEP objectives of retention, creation of 

provisions and building of situations preventing drop-outs are to be realised by the 

principal actors such as primary teachers. To ensure teachers' capacity building and to 

create positive human resource, teachers training both pre-entry and post-entry in

cluding orientation, refreshers and need specific priority training have been extremely 

important. The important areas of teachers training are preparation and use ofTeach

ing-Learning Materials (TLM), multi-grade teaching development of effective class

room and management practices, continuous evaluation, supplementary instructional 

materials and others. To operationalise the Teachers Training Programmes, a teacher 

training cell ofDPEP has been constituted in the district ofCooch Behar with the Dy. 

DistrictProject Ofticer at its head. Such officer is to work with the assistance ofthe 

Training-in-Charge ofthe cell. In pursuance ofDPEP guidelines, such training cell at 

:the district has started operating since 1997. c~ 6 > The different modules of training have 

been brought from the office ofWest Bengal DPEP, the district training cell identified 

school teachers from different blocks for making Key Resource Persons (KRPs). 

Through out the district, 30 teachers were selected by the training cell as Key Re

source Persons (KRP). They were sent to State Institutes of Rural Development, 

Kalyani, W.B. to become skilled and well equipped with the issues that modern tech

niques of teachers training. the KPRs so trained that they have provided training to 

the identified teachers taken from different blocks for making them Resource Teach

iers (RT). Altogether 300 Resource Persons have been trained to train the teachers of 

the primary schools ofthe district. A 3-days training programme on TLM for all the 
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Head Teachers in the district at 23 venues was conducted in Sept./Oct., 1997 in the 

first phase and all the Assistant Teachers has been taken up in the year 1998(-I?J An

other 6-days training programmes on multi-grade & visioning was held for all teach

ers at different circle venues in 1998-99 covering 5176 primary school teachers in 5 

different phases.<-IHJ A few short training programmes were conducted specially for 

DISE, multigrade teaching, lED and girls's education, evaluation and monitoring, re

training on English teaching, training on Science subject, afternoon workshops on 20 

items and capacity building etc. Since the strategy of activity based on teaching learn

ing involves an extensive use of teaching-learning materials (TLMs) in class-room 
___ ·;;;:;""":~'-=.,....-'"-··-- ·----- .. -~ .. -- .-. -'~ -·· 

transactions, separate training courses are planned and being organised for teachers 

on preparation and use of TLM. A guide book of each of the training module devel

oped by WBDPEP has been provided to every teacher with a fund ofRs. 500.00 per 

year for developing low cost TLMs. Another training component under DPEP, Coach 

Behar is to provide condensed training for untrained service teachers with the help of 

Primary Teachers Training Institute, Coach Behar. 

B. Civil Works 

Civil works, an important functional component of DPEP at the District of 

Coach Behar, involve extension of existing school buildings, repairs of existing school 

building, construction of CLRCs building, new school' buildings, provision of toilets 

and drinking water facilities in schools. Model design and plans for the CLRC and 

new school building have been developed under WBDPEP with the help of expert 

technologists of the field. As soon as the DPEP started its functioning, the separate 

~ings under DPO, called Civil Works cell was formed. One Junior Engineer per block 

has been engaged for supervision and monitoring purposes with a remuneration of 

Rs. 4000.00 p.m. excluding commissions & TNDA and at DPO supervision and moni

toring was done by one Asstt. Engineer and two Junior Engineer with a remuneration 

of each Rs. 8000.00 p.m. and Rs. 4000.00 p.m. respect
1
ively excluding commissions 

& T NDA. These 14 Engineers creating the personnel structure of the civil cell were 

recruited· purely on temporary basis.c-19
) For supervising and monitoring the New School 

Building and Additional Room construction, a series of training was conducted for 

the member of Village Construction Committee (VCC) _of those YECs which were 

undertaken civil works construction. Though the targeted period for completing all 

the civil works has been fixed with 1st three years but the 1st two years the progress 
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was not satisfactory. Out of total planned expenditure of Annual Work Plan & Budget 

(AWP & B) of 1997-98 (Y) which was targeted at 217.05 lakhs for different civil 

work activities, only Rs.49.83 lakhs could be implemented and the remaining amount 

of Rs. 166.62 lakhs was carried forward as spill over amount for AWP & B of 1998-

99 (YJ<~OJ Thus during 1997-98 there was a financial achievement of22.96 per cent 

in relation to the planned target. Out of total planned expenditure of Annual Work 

Plan & Budget (AWP & B) of 1998-99 (Y~) which was targeted at 523.65lakhs for 

different civil work activities, only Rs.306.60 lakhs could be implemented and the 

remaining amount of Rs. 217.05 lakhs was carried forward as spill over amount for 

- "'~AWP "& ·s oT'T 999-2000 (Y .). (:'I) Thus during 199S-99 there was a financial achieve-_, 

ment of58.55 per cent in relation to the planned target. Similarly, out oftotal planned 

expenditure of Annual Work Plan & Budget (AWP & B) of 1999-2000 (Y,) which _, 

was targeted at 500.20 lakhs for different civil work activities, only Rs.209.40 lakhs 

could be implemented and the remaining amount of Rs. 290.80 lakhs was carried 

forward as spill over amount for AWP & B of2000-0l (Y.).<"~> Thus during 1999-

2000 there was a financial achievement of 41.86 per cent in relation to the planned 

target. The real picture given below tells the truth. 

Table 36. Year-wise budget Plan and Financial Achievement. 

Civil Activity Year 

Ext<~n.,ion of Existing Sdwols & llJlJ7-lJX 
Repairs of Existing Schools. 

ba"nsion of Existing Schools. llJlJX-lJlJ 
Ropairs of Existing Schools. 
Conslmdion ofCLRCs & 
Ollk" room lim1ishing. 

E:-.1onsion of Existing Schools. ]l)l)lJ-2000 
Repairs of Existing Schools. 
Constmction ofCI.RCs. NSll 
& ( )lrll.:~ rnonl fun1ishing. 

Project 
Plan 
(in Lal.:h) 

217.05 

52:1.65 

500.20 

Target 
Achieved 
(in Lakh) 

-llJ.83 

306.60 

20lJ AO 

Source: Amuwl Work Plan & Budget 199 7-98, 1998-99 & 1999-2000. 

Gall Financial 
between Achievement 
(in Lal.:h) (%) 

167.22 22.% 

217.05 58.55 

2lJO.XO 41.86 

The EFC cost for Civil Works for the district is Rs. 949.48 lakh only. The 

amount has been spent within the plan period i.e., 1997-98 to 2001-2002. The works 

which have been done out of this amount is of various types viz. repair, New School 
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Building (NSB), Additional Class Room (ACR), CLRCs, JE's Commission/remu

neration, TNDA for the JEs etc. The amounts which have been spent are given be

low. 

Table 37. EFC Cost for Civil Works & Amount Spent Activitv-wise. 

Sl. No. Activity Ph~·sical Target Amount SJlcnt (in Lakh) 

10 Repair 316 Rs. 63.33466 
2. Commission for Repair @ 2% Rs. 1.2666932 
., 

Additional Class Room 300 Rs. 375.2023477 -'· 
. ,:;-.--z·-··-·•··· 4. ---- New School Building !OJ Rs. 376.12649 

5. Circle Level Resource Centre 
,., _ _, Rs. I 10.09852 

6. J.Es' Remuneration+ Commission 14 Rs. 13.6406191 
7. TNDA ofJEs 14 Rs. 0.308 
8. Training ofMasons on CET Rs. 0.10 
9. Pedagogy Park 47 Rs. 9.40 

Total Rs. 949.47733 
--- --~- ---------- -· - ---------------·------ ----

Thus, during the project plan period, the amount ofEFC cost for Civil Works 

have been utilized for creation of 23 CLRC buildings for 23 circle level resource 

centres, l 07 new school buildings, repairing works of 3 16 class rooms, special facili

ties like learning corners, both internal or external, or child-friendly pedagogy-sup

port elements in the form of Pedagogy Parks in 12 x 2 = 24 BLRC adopted schools 

and 23 x l = 23 special intervention schools of23 CLRCs i.e., total 47 schools. 

I . 

C. Alternative Schooling (AS) 

Provision of access is not a problem of a significant magnitude in the district at 

, present. There are 1806 primary schools at present in the district against a sanctioned 

quota of l8ll.(~3l A gross calculation like each school having 4 classes and each 

school having an enrolment of 50 in average indicates that 1806 schools have an 

enrolment capacity of ( 1806 x 4 x 50=) 36,12,000 which is accommodate the entire 

children of 5+ to 9+ age-group who are out of school and those who are in school as 

per DISE, 2000-2001 count up to 357364 of 5-9 age group out ofwhich 302336 are 

already in schools,<'~l In 564 SSKs, the gross enrolment is 3261 in class I and ll 

whereas the net enrolment is 18640. All in all these two set-ups have already provided 
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coverage to 320976 of the age-group and about 22284 nos of children of the said age

group are Still out the coverage of formal primary education.<~~> All these unserved 

habitations have been provided with some form of primary education. The district of 

Coach Behar has a large number of population of fishermen, cane-workers, bidi la

bourers, workers of brick-kilns and slum dwellers. A huge number of children of age 

· · 5-14 years of such families do not come to schools or school facility is not available 

within 1 km, hence for them Alternative schools with the Shishu Shiksha Karmasuchi 

have been started. To start with the project, the following activities like survey, iden-

• tification of pockets, community mobilisation, organising workshop to finalise mod

Tf ules.Of trainiJ1g, Curriculum, methodology Of teacJling/evaJuation, Orientation/training 

· of instructors, opening of centres had been undertaken. During 1999-2000, 254 Sishu 

Siksha Kendra (SSKs) were opened and in 2000-2001 as many as 310 more SSKs 

have been initiated. So there were as many as 564 SSKs in 2000-200 I in the district. 

And these centres have been activated in such habitations only which did not have a 

school within I km radius. SSKs are opened under community initiative but recog

nised by the Zilla Parishad in accordance with the guidelines of the Panchayat & Rural 

Development Department, Govt. of West Bengal. A lump-sum grant @ Rs. 10,000 

, ! has been given to each of the 25% of SSks established till 2000-0 I for all round 

improvement ofthe kendras and TUvl grant@ Rs. 25.00 only per Sahayak/Sahayika 

·and school grants@ Rs. 1000.00 per kendra have been distributed.<%> The DPEP, 

· Coach Behar principally provides the academic and pedagogical support to the Sishu 

Siksha Kendra on teaching learning methods, development and use ofTLM, handling 

large size classrooms to multigrade teachings etc. For monitoring and supervising, a 

': by. DPO is the overall in-charge ofthis wing. 

D. Early Childhood Care and Education (ECCE) 

Early Childhood Care & Education (ECCE) is am important functional area 

· of DPEP. A strong intervention in this sector ensures provisions of a launching pad 

for enrolling young children in the primary schools. It is meant for providing educa-

: tion to children of age group 3-5 years. This programme has been provided for mak

:,: ing the child to develop a school going habit so as to ensure continuation of education 
ll 
·! in formal primary schools on attaining the age of 5 years. ECCE also prepares the 
ji,! 

• child for taking up the learning process from class I with speed and quality. This 

! : programme also ensures reduction of under age enrolment in primary schools avoid-

!I i' 
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ing over crowding in class L 

The District of Coach Behar has been covered under the pre-schooling com

ponent oflntegrated Child Development Scheme (!CDS) programmes of Social Wel

fare Department and presently 1960 such centres with 1960 Anganwadi workers 

(AWW), 100 Supervisors and 69 RTs are functioning in the district.<57
> These centres 

have been activated in such a way that all the eligible children of 3-5 years are at

tended to in respect of nutritional aspect, primary health care and early education. 

Due to proper running of ICDS centre, the older children who some times cannot 

afford to go to school for taking care of younger siblipgs, have been attended the 

---s-cl1ools regularly. To achieve the targets, training~ of I CbS workers, NGOs, women 

activists ·have been completed. Mother - Teacher Associations (MTAs) have been 

formed for all the centres in the district. The centre-wise composition are (i) AW 

workers and helpers, (ii) all female members of the concerned VEC, (iii) 4 mothers of 

4 boys of the centre, and (iv) 6 mothers of 6 girls of the centre. The following table 

gives the coverage position ofiCDS in the district and population of ages- 3+ and 4+ 

and new admission in class I in 2000-0 I respectively. The population sizes age-wise 

are taken from House-to-House Survey, ECCE enrolment figures are taken from the 

ICDS data ofthe District and new admission in class-1 figures are taken from DISE 

2000-2001. 

Table 38. Coverage & Transition Data of the district Cooch Behar 

Enroll~d nos. of d1il- Total nos. of Enmll"d nos. of ~hi I- Total nos. of Enrolkd hos. of Total nos. of Enrolmont in 
dr"nof ag~ 3 in ..1.\\'C ag" 3 dr"nof ag" 4 in .\\\'C ag" 4 of ag" 4 i1l 99-00 ag~ 4 in 99-00 dass ln"w adm. 

at ag" 5; 

Boys Ciirls Boys (iirls Boys (iirls Boys (iirls B<lYS : Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 

16!<29 16105 306962901!< 16341 15769 31193 30714 16011 15472 40517 3G77X 36511 32952 

Source: ECE Enrolment, /CDS District Officers, Class -1 Enrolment, DISE 2000-01, Age-wise 
population, House-to-Hmtse Sunoey Data 1999-2000. 

E. Girls' Education 

It is unfortunate that the problems of girls' ed1,1cation have never been ad

dressed with all sincerity. A large number of girls does not attend school primarily due 

to lack ofinterest on the part of parents .. Some causal factors are also responsible for 

low girls' enrolment which are engagement in househ?ld activities, taking care of 
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younger siblings, early marriage in some communities, engagement in family occupa

tion or work of maid servant in other houses, lack of proper clothing, lack oftoilet in 

Schools. Most of the issues are addressed by community mobilisation and it has been 

decided to campaign rigorously on the subject. DPEP has been arranging training 

programmes for women activists, social workers, NGOs and has formed the Mother

Teacher Associations to take care of girls education. The DPEP, Coach Behar has 

also observed Mothers' Day every year and organised Ma-0-Meye melas (Mother 

and Daughter fair) in 1999-2000 in 60 Gram Panchayats (GP) out of 128 GPs and 5 

out of 6 municipalities of the district to invoke mothers' awarenes.s.<SHJ Ma-0-Meye 

mel as being improved upon in design, from 2000-01, DPEP, Coach Behar has been 

more effective in bringing the issues such as (i) early childhood marriage of girls, (ii) 

views about the girl child and womankind, (iii) how girls become less important than 

boys in a social situation and (iv) educational backwardness of women leading to 

social backwardness which ultimately lead to perpetuation ofbackwardness ofhuman 

society have been society. 

F. Community Mobilization (CM) 

Community Mobilization is another important cornerstone of DPEP along 

with Pedagogy. Enough stress is being laid on this intervention by DPEP. Coach 

Behar being traditional society has not been able to break the frozenness ofthe atti

tude of community towards the child and her primary education and nothing com

mendable has been achieved under DPEP. It has been felt that community's apathy 

towards the child, the school, and primary education and the difficulty in forming a 

few individuals, who are members on VEC/WEC, into a group of persons actively 

interested in the VEC/WEC activities are the two reasons behind the low pace of 

community mobilisation. The major activities planned for and undertaken during 2000-

200 I were (i) one-day sensitisation at block, and GP levels, (ii) VEC training, (iii) 

Folk cultural programmes, (iv) enrolment drive common to both the years, (v) prepa

rations of as many as 40 teams for the whole district for folk cultural performances in 

the folk forms to disseminate the message of DPEP, Coach Behar, (vi) preparing a 

few street drama troops with the same purpose in view, (vii) organising enrolment 

drive in two phases, (viii) organising retention drive in two phases, and (ix) the most 

important programme organising Sishu-0-Siksha mela along with Ma-0-Meye mela 

and Anganwadi mela in all the 128 GPs at GP level, and 5 out 6 municipalities ofthe 
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district. <~9 > During 2000-200 I, VEC training and re-training were planned for and 

organised because many of the YEC members are neo-Iiterates, or even worse, to 

whom too many concepts ofYEC activities and problems existing in primary schools 

and problems the children face have been taken through oral communication method 

in a cascade mode with all its defects and limitations. 

Mother-Teachers Associations have been formed in the district for every school. 

A body has been formed for each school comprising (i) the AW worker and helper, (ii) 

all female members of the concerned YEC/WEC, (iii) 4 mothers of 4 boys of the 

c.e.ntre, {iv.)..6 .. 1nothers of 6 girls of the centre and .,v) all the teachers of the school. 

MTA training for all members except the teachers has been completed all over dis

trict. MTAs "re gradually emerging to be a body with a very big contribution for the 

children and schools. A District Resource Group (DRG) at the district level and sub

sequently Circle Resource Group (CRG) at the circle level have already been formed 

to monitor and supervise the programme. During 200 1-2002, a new programme called 

'Nutan Baran' (Freshers' Welcome) has been launched for the children newly admit

ted in schools at the GP level to remove the fear-psychosis about school from the 

mind of the immaculate children. <611
> 

G. Integrated Education for Disabled (lED) 

Children with mild and moderate disability are gradually intergrable in the 

formal schools with a little material assistance and a congenial environment. The sur

veys and screening camps were organised by Cooch Behar DPEP to identify the disa

bled children in five blocks viz. Cooch Behar II, Tufanganj I, Dinhata I, Mathabhanga 

II and Haldibari including Tufanganj, Dinhata and Haldibari municipalities and to find 

out how many of them are in schools and how many are yet to be enrolled out ofthose 

identified as "integrable" through the screening camps.<6 '> The surveys and screening 

camps identity only the conspicuously disabled children of the six types of disabilities 

viz. (i) orthopaedic, (ii) locomotor including cerebral palsy, (iii) visual, (iv) hearing, 

(v) speech and (vi) mental retardation. But the relatively large number of learning 

disabled children are not amenable to detection through survey and screening. The 

strategies ofCooch Behar DPEP on lED, therefore, have been mainly the following: 

I. Survey and screening to identity the disabled children of2-14 age-group of 

various conspicuous types of disabilities; 
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2. To determine and create database on the integrable children from among 

those identified; 

3. To arrange for enrolment ofthose integrable children who are not enrolled; 

4. To provide the impaired children with aids and appliances through conver

gence with ALIMCO (for physical disabilities); 

5. To build up awareness in the community on attitudinal matters towards the 

disabled children; 

6. To build up awareness among the parents ofthe disabled children who 

have received aids and appliances on use of th~m . 
. -=~ ·--·-· ----··-··--.. ···--·- - ·- ..,_,., ··~ 

7. To build up awareness in the community, particularly among the parents, on 

household-level management strategies of the disabled children-disability-

WISe. 

8. To orient teachers of schools on classroom management in an integrated 

set-up with disabled children (ofvarious types) and non-disabled children 

along with Low Disabled (LD) children. 

9. To provide school-level support to teachers of the schools with disabled 

children enrolled through the Special Educators ofthe District Level 

Resource Organisation (DLRO). 

I 0. To give specialised orientation to the teachers of all the schools in the 

Intervention blocks- 6-days residential- by specialists ofthe State Level 

Resource Organisations (SLROs). 

H. Awareness & Campaigning 
i 

The district has already conducted two workshops on the aspect of environ

ment building activities. Educational planners, panchayat representatives, social workers 

and artists including performers participated in the said work shops. A blue print for 

E. B. activities was prepared. The vast experience gained.in the literacy campaign has 

been utilised in the campaigning programmes of DPEP. A state level workshop was 

held in the month of May, 1998 for refinement of materials needed for campaign-

The maximum stress has been given on personal contact programmes and 

small group interactions. That is why VECs have been conducted meetings with par

ents, guardians, mothers, community leaders, women activists and social workers 
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including NGOs to mobilise people in successful implementation ofDPEP. The prime 

objective of such meetings was to bring all the eligible children to schools. ICDS 

centres have been activated to bring children of 3-5 yrs. age-group to such centres. 

The target for retaining pupils and checking drop-out rates have also been addressed 

in such meetings. 

Various other programmes such as organising Siksha Mela, Mothers' Day, 

Ma-O-Me mela, Anganwadi mela have been organised besides mass mobilisation pro

grammes such as padajatra, jaatha, poster campaign, publication ofn~ws letters/jour

nals etc. Siksha mela was organised at CLRC level where TLM exhibition was held. 

To make E.B. activities more interesting and enjoyable preparation of some audio/ 

video cassettes, services ofF olk singers/theatres group of the district has been uti

lised. for the purpose of some street plays/stage plays have been organised. <63> 

Inter Organisational and Intra Organisational 
relationship in operationalising PPEP 

Irrespective of the nature of civil societies, no pro gramme of action, can ever 

be translated into reality in a single handed manner. To put in a different way, no 

organisation be it public or private can fulfill its desired goal towards a positive direc

tion in isolation. Indeed, every developmental programme has been a concerted ac

tion programme where various agencies, associations and organisations are clubbed 

together for the realisation of the organisational goal. The notion of development for 

an organisation sans inter institutional and intra institutional partnership would be an 

exercise in futility. Thus networking of organisation and establishment of inter institu

tional linkage communication based on certain common principles of cooperation has 

been the order of the day. Being composite in nature, DPEP calls for the multifaceted 

interaction in transforming the programme into a movement. This is possible only 

through furnishing web of common interlinkages and interactions for amalgamation 

of visions, effects and experiences of the organisation throughout the district. The 

horizontal and vertical interrelationship and interlinkages between the principal 

organisation to realise DPEP in W.B. and other corroborative and auxiliary 

organisations. The monitoring system of primary education programme of the district 

of Cooch Behar may be presented as under.<M) 
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Intra Organisational Vertical Relationship 

The depicted diagram presents the fact that the DPEP organisation at state 

has been vertically interlinked through a cobweb of organisational control mechanism 
·- ., .... ______ ... ___,. .. ,,. __ , ______ ~ - -- .., 

stretching from the DPEP central organisation of the state level to the grassroot level 

people. There has been unity of command and uniformity of control with demarcated 

area of authority in such organically linked vertical structure. Indeed, District Project 

Office of the DPEP organisation plays key role in implementing DPEP at the grassroot 

level with the assistance of block, circle and panchayat level organisation. The State 

Level Project Directorate has been vested with the responsibility to monitor and to 

present necessary guidelines for realising DPEP in Coach Behar. For monitoring, 

support and exchange of knowledge and reports, the state level agency created out of 

the centrally sponsored scheme is sole the responsible authority headed by a State 

Project Director (SPD). Similarly, at the district level, for planning and implementa

tion ofDPEP at the grass-root and providing feed back to WBDPEP, the district level 

agency named as DPEP, Coach Behar is the sole agency headed by the District Project 

Officer (DPO). To decentralise education and to ensure dependable means of attain

ing people's cooperation and their strong involvement, the activity of DPEP has been 

spreaded over through District Nodal Centre for Information and Management sys

tem (DNCIMS), Block Level Resource Centre (BLRC), Circle Level Resource Cen

tre (CLRC), and Village education Committee (VEC) or Ward Education Committee 

(WEC). These organisations are well represented by the three tier panchayat and 

municipal representatives. Thus, the downward linkage in running and operating the 

multilevel and multilateral programmes has been ensured by a holistic approach to

wards the overall development of primary education. '6sl 
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The above diagram depicts the inter-organisational vertical relationship be

tween different corroborative organisations from state to village level. Each organisation 

has its own structural establishment. At every layer of the vertical order of inter insti

tutional structural relationship there has been a horizontal interrelationship between 

the organisations, engaged directly or indirectly in realising DPEP objectives. The 

horizontal organisations as depicted above are mutually corroborative at every layer 

of DPEP governance. On the other hand, the vertically structured organisations are 

not only mutually exclusive but also there exist a superior-subordinate relationship. 

WBBPE WBDPEP I SCERT ·I NCERT 

The above diagram makes an inter organisational horizontal relationship at 

the state level. Having corroborative in nature, each organisation has a institutional 

linkage programme (WBDPEP), a separate constitutional body created by the state 

needs a human resource supported from West Bengal Board of Primary Education, 

pedagogy and research support from State Council of Educational Research and Train

ing (SCERT), research and training support from National Council of Educational 

Research and Training (NCERT).t66
' 

Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the District Level 

I DPSC I DPEP ,. 

The apex body ofthe DPEP of the district Coach Behar is District level coor

dination committee (DLCC) whose chairman and secretary are Sabhadhipati of the 

Zilla Pari shad and District Magistrate respectively. Chairman of the District Primary 

Council (DPSC) is its member.t67
' To realise and operationalise the objectives ofDPEP, 

the district DPEP is not sufticient unless and until the involvement of other corrobo-

rative auxiliary organisations. Again, as DPEP is an additional time bound support 

system to the present primary education, the plans & programmes of DPEP are acti

vated through the entire staft' of D P SC. In our state, the 3 -tier panchayat system plays 

a vital role in the development works in the rural area where more than 90% of the 
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people live and thus become an integral part in the qevelopmental process. In that 

sense, DPEP Coach Behar has also been accommodated the Zilla Parishad as its 

active partner for the realisation of overall development of primary education. 

Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the operational level of the Dist. 

I DIS DPO PTTI I 
It is the District Project Officer who is ultimately the sole responsible author

ity ofDPEP at the district level for operationalising DPEP to realise the objectives of 

--uEE.The-d!fferent administrative officers ofDPEP like Dy. DPO, Add!. DPO, CLRC 

Co-ordinators are the deputed staff of D .I. of schools (Primary education) office. So 

the institutional linkage between DIS and DPO helps in execution the plans and 

programmes of DPEP throughout the district. On the other hand, pedagogical sup

port, teachers training support and research support have taken from PTTI. 

Inter Organisational Horizontal Relationship at the Circle Level 

SIS CLRC GP 

At the Gram - Panchayat level, there are the Circle Office of DP SC as well as 

the CLRC office ofDPEP. The Sub-Inspector of Schools (PE) or the circle Inspector 

is the CLRC Co-ordinator when~ as gram Panchayat Pradhan, the President. The 

CLRC plays a crucial role in the operationalisation part of DPEP in Coach Behar. It 

receives the informations and necessary documents from the district office and trans

mits it tO' the VECs under its jurisdiction. Again, it feeds back the same from VECs to 

the DPO's office. It is the CLRC who provides teacher's training, mobilisation of 

regional resources and monitoring the DPEP at the operational level. In this develop

mental process, the represente1tives of the gram panchayat organise Education Fair, 

Ma- 0- Me Mela, Mother's Day, Anganwadi Mela, Folk and Cultural shows at the 

CLRC level. Besides !CDS, Health workers, NGOs, VOs and Govt. machinery, the 

Gram Panchayat office activates guardians, parents and local people on the criteria of 

enrolment, retention and attainment of the school-going children of the particular 

family to ensure the goal ofUEE. Another major area of activity on the part ofG.P. is 

the construction of CLRC building and its maintenance, sensitisation programmes 

and community mobilisation among the villagers. (6H> 
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Inter Organisational horizontal Relationship at the village level 

Head Teacher VEC/ VOs, NGOs, KRPs, 

of Primary Schools WEC Women Org., RTS 

The ultimate users ofDPEP is the grass root people living mostly at villages in 

remote areas and municipal wards in urban areas. This part of operation of DPEP is 

done througp Village Education Committee (VEC) or Ward Education Committee 

(WEC). T~elsenior panchayat member of the village is t~e president and senior Head 
0-- - -. ~;--~~:~- - ._,., - ,. 

teacher ofth~ Primary school, the secretary ofthe that c9mmittee. In municipal areas 

the ward cotbmissioner is the President of WE C. Panchayat members at the village 

levels have ~crucial role to play in the access/retention activities. Door-to-door sur

vey in the villages, meeting with the guardians and parbnts and persuading them to 

send their children to school to carry out campaign sustaining activity of enrolment 

and sustaining activities of DPEP are the major area of operation of Panchayats. '69> 

Another Major area of activity of VEC is the selection site, Construction of new 

school building, extension of existing school building, supervision of construction 

work, construction of girls toilet, drinking water, pedagogical park etc. 

A close institutional linkage with NGOs, VOs, Women Organisations, KRPs, 

RTs is necessary to fulfill the promise of DPEP. These organisations are the ancillary 

forces contributing to the process of UEE for their random awareness campaign. 

From the v~dous dimensions of relationships, it may be logically argued that the DPEP 
·I , 

in the distrt~t of Cooch Behar needs a continuo\.!~ inte~ organisational support and 

cooperation *swell as intra organisational efficiency and effectiveness for the realisation 
11 r 

ofits objectives. The corroborative organisation extending support and cooperation 
. I I 

at different l~vels of DPEP Programme implementatiob may be highlighted. Since 
f i 

DPEP is ·a centrally sponsored externally funded (World funding agency) programme 
' ,_ 

to extend ba~ic primary education among those people at the grassroot who are hith

erto unattended. The central agencies which are responsible to formulate and imple

ment DPEP programme have been the Ministry of Human Resource Development, 

~- Ministry ofWomen and Child Welfare, National Council for Educational Research & 

Training other auxiliary agencies constituted by the Government of India for this 

purpose. At the state level, the Ministry of Education (Primary) has been the principal 
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organisation to formulate strategies to implement DPEP within the state. The West 

Bengal Primary education Council has been the principal organisation for the realisation 

ofDPEP within the state. Another corroborative agency has been created by the state 

government to look after the DPEP related affairs within the state. Such organisation 

_ is the Paschim Banga Prathamic Siksha Unnayan Sanstha. Institutional linkages among 

DPEP and other organisations can be viewed under different dimensions. (70> 
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1. DPEP and ICDS Workers I Health Workers I Care I UNICEF 

Various activities and quality upgradation activities have been organised to

wards the goal ofUEE. In order to implement these programmes ICDS workers and 

Health ~orkers who work at the grass-root level among the villagers act as key play

ers in the filed. They have an easy access to the guardians particularly mothers and 

hence are capable of playing key roles in the activities such as enrolment drive and 
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campaign, child health care, mother's health care, preparation of health cards to stu

dents, to develop diet consciousness and hygienic habits etc. They also help the dis

abled I handicapped children for pursuing studies through appropriate therapies. CARE 

and UNICEF activities on similar issues at various times have been unified with DPEP 

programme. The ICDS and Health workers also take part in the Education fair I 

Mothers's day I Nature's day programmes. Another major activity of ICDS workers 

is that they work as animators I community teachers I voluntary teachers in ECCE/ 

NFE centers. 

___________ ln_or.der to utilise .the service of ICDS and.health workers it is suggested that 

DPO/CDPo;.& CMOH at the district level and health Dept. at the state level have 

been workedjointly with DPEP authorities. Moreover, rep'resentations of these workers 

in different bodies at sub-district level is to be ensured. CARE and UNICEF authori

ties are to be involved in the same manner.<71 > 

2. DPEP and Panchayats 

In our state the three-tier panchayat system plays a vital role in the d~velop

ment works in the rural area where more than 72 per cent people live and thus be

comes an integral part in the developmental processes. DPEP Coach Behar considers 

this pote~tial as of great importance and has incorpor~ted panchayats in all major 

activities. Panchayat members ar~ properly represented in DPEP bodies at District 

,Block, G.P. and Scboollevels. Panchayat members at G.P. and School levels have a 

crucial role to play in the access I retention activities. Door-to-door survey in the 

villages, meeting the guardians and parents and persuading them to send their chil-
' 

dren to school to carry out campaigning for enhancemen~ of enrolment and sustaining 

activities.ofDPEP are the major area of operation of panchayats. Other major activi

ties for Panchayats that they organised education fair I Mother's day I Nature's Day I 

Folk and Cultural shows etc. at BLRC I CLRC I VEC levels. They also activated 

guardians I parents I local people besides ICDS I Health Workers I NGOs I VOs and 

the Govt machinery. It is also suggested that Panchayats will identify socially and 

educationally backward people and award them incentive under various schemes such 

as JRY/ EAS I DRDA on the criteria of enrolment I retentivity I attainment of the 

school-going children of the particular family to ensure the goal of UEE. 
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Another major area of activity on the part of Panchayats is construction of 

schools I BLRCsiCRLCs and their maintenance. The selection of site, construction of 

new school building, supervision of construction work, repairing I renovation of ex

isting buildings, construction oflavatories and drinking water facilities etc. have been 

done by Panchayat bodies under the direct control ofDPEP. 12 BLRCs and 23 CLRCs 

in the district have also been constructed by Panchayat bodies. en> Apart from con

struction Panchayat bodies at different levels has been maintained I repaired the build

ings with the help of local community. 

3. Linkage with Literacy Programmes 

In our district TLC programme has already registered significant achieve

ment. At present PLP programme is going on at different stages. Zilla Saksharata 

Samity (ZSS) is working in the right direction. However, very recently the progress 

of ongoing activities in Literacy campaign has become slow-paced due to reasons 

beyond control. DPEP, Cooch Behar planned to utilise the machinery already devel

oped for literacy campaign to motivate the people in achieving UEE. Moreover, as a 

product of TLC there already exists an urge for enrolment for 5- I I years age-group 

which can be rightly channelised for access and retention activities. At the same time 

using the awareness and consciousness already developed by TLC drop-out level 

could be lowered easily. Hence, literacy centers throughout the district and ZSS has 

been activated properly for holding meetings, seminars, workshops, awareness cam

paign I survey works I gearing up enrolment drive etc. Further these centres has also 

been utilised as NFE centres I alternative schools for on-farm I on-job/non-enrolled/ 

drop-out children of 5- I 4 years age group. KPsiRPs/MTsiVTs who worked in TLC 

has been oriented to work as animators I volunteer teachers I community teachers for 

ECCE/NEE centers under the guidance of District level Co-ordination Committee, 

DPEP, Cooch Behar. 

4. DPEP and SCIST Department and Social Welfare Department 

The majority of the population (5 I .75%) of our district belong to Scheduled 

Caste community and hence in all our developmental activities stress on these disad

vantaged groups of people has already been given. It is expected that thus without 

allocating special quota the members of these communities will be given appropriate 
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attention. Still then, schemes such as free-learning materials to SCIST girls have been 

incorporated in the plans. Apart from the specific activities under DPEP there are a 

number of developmental schemes such as SCIST special component plans, scholar

ships to SCIST students at various levels, SCIST finance corporation's schemers etc. 

are going on in the district. Keeping it in mind, the linkage between DPEP and SC/ST 

welfare Deptt. has been established for convergence of efforts from both sides. Dis

trict level authorities of the deptt. have already been inducted in the DPEP commit

tees and actions have been taken to empower the people or the less privileged class to 

take effective role in DPEP. At the same time activities under social welfare deptt. has 

also been streamlined as per requirement of DPEP for another backward and weaker 

sections of the community. Success of DPEP has largely been depended on the 

synchronisation of these two deptt. with DPEP activities. 

5. Linkage with NGOs, VOs and Other Organisations 

ln order to fultil the promise ofDPEP it is essential to establish close relation

ship with various NGOs and YOs such as Pachimbanga Yigyan Mancha, Science 

Clubs in the district, DSA, OSSA, NSS, NCC, lMA, Students Health Home, The 

Coach B"ehar Kshtriya Society, numerous rural libraries, clubs, Gananatya welfare 

Organisations in the district. Some of the Organisations named above have been worked 

for DPEP all over the district through their.organised network. DPEP activities such 

as Education fair, observance ofMothers' day I Nature's Day, Medical check-up 

camps, Processions I Rallies etc. have not been fully successful without active co

operation of these agencies and organisations.(73
> Apart from the NGOs and VOs, 

DPEP has also been required continuous support from Women Activities, teachers' 

Associations, (both Primary and Secondary) Students' Organisation and above all the 

Political parties. 

6. Linkage with Other Govt. Departments 

It is understood that apart from active participation of Health, SC/ST and 

Social Welfare departments of Govt. assistance from a number of other govt. depart

ments have also been required in successful implementation ofDPEP activities. Hence 

government departments viz. Agriculture, Social & Water Conservation, Rural De

velopment, PWD, Industries, Tourism, Archeological, Forest and Wild Life depart-
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ments. etc. are to be approached at different times for specific programmes under 

DPEP. All the departments cited above have been contacted by DPEP authorities for 

assistance as and when required. ln order to transform the District Primary Education 

Programme to a self propelling sustainability of movement, functional linkages of 

DPEP with different frontal organisation might develop strength & weaknesses. 

In an effort to translate the District Primary Education Programme into a self-

propelling sustainability of movement and progress, inter institutional I organisational 

linkage have been conceived as an incredible means to reach the ends of attaining 
·- . - . -·- ..• 

concerted thinking, persuasion, participation and monitoring. 

I. Functional Linkage with Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) for 

feasible Early Child Care Education (ECCE) intervention 

Given there are as many as 1529 operating centres of ICDS all over the dis

trict covering all the 128 GPs, DPEP has been stretchin.g its support to equip them, 

beyond their normal functioning, with a higher capacity of orienting, enchanting and 

upgrading the below age group children towards the ecstacy of formal educational 

system which they are supposed to enjoy one or two years letter from now. The 

Strengths of the Linkage are i) well spread network through-out the district, ii) trained 

Anganwadi and other Women Workers, and iii) well inter-linked with panchayats. 

Sustaining community support. The Weaknesses of linkage are i) inconsistent supply 

of materials, ii) inadequate staffing, iii) remuneration being given to the worker is 

perceived as low and unsatisfactory, iv) improper attitude of the workers. Inadequate 

play-with materials, and v) lack of coherence with primary education.<'~> 

2. Linkage with Total Literacy Campaign (TLC), Non Formal Education (NFE) 

System towards evolving Alternative Prima1-y Education System 

While dropout has been identified as to be the most overwhelming problem 

cutting evenly across the rural-urban, boys-girls, community-caste variations, the in

trinsic importance of evolving an alternative primary education system has been en

visaged as one of the most prioritised area of intervention through DPEP. The strengths 

oflinkages are i) good profile of experience built up through running TLC programme, 

ii) well identified areas of participation, iii) women's intervention had been an enthu

siastic experience, and iv) escalated literacy level, in general, can furnish a further 
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movement. The Weaknesses are i) inconsistence and discontinuity, ii) lack of docu

mentation, and iii) lack of co-ordination in between the functionaries and the commu

nities. 

3. Linkage with the Panchayat System 

This is the most important and crucial areas of mutual intervention, the most, 

workable and dependable means of attaining people's co-operation and involvement 

in planning and implementing DPEP. Beyond that, in-order to ensure a holistic ap

proach of peoples surveillance and monitoring over the entire process, the panchayat 

- -·-systenrha--swgo a long way in upgrading-the merelinkage into an organic interaction. 

The strength of the linkages are i) VEC, BRC, CRC and other levels of monitoring 

and supervision of DPEP are well represented by the panchayat, ii) well capable in 

mobilising people's support and resources, iii) women's participation can well be en

sured, iv) a two-way trafl:ic for grass-root information and feed-backs and iv) a vast 

experience in running and operating multilevel and multilateral programmes on rural 

development. Such linkages are not beyond limitations which are : i) areas of conflicts 

may develop if communication gaps are sustained, ii) lack of adequate training and 

· orientation, and iii) lack of proper and befitting policy support. (75> 

4. Linkages with other Organs like Vigyan Mancha (Popular science forum), 

District Rural Development Authority (DRDA) etc. 

These linkages have been the incredible means to organise different innova

tive educational and allied programmes as proposed in the plan, throughout the dis

trict. All of the activities, through converged thinking and participation, have ulti

mately been evolved into a perennial system of organisation interaction contributing 

effectively for planning and implementing programmes on related aspects like health

days, environment and ecology awareness activity, area..:heritage day, workshops on 

folk and indigenous media and teaching-learning material etc. The strength of the 

linkages are i) participatory experiences in different allied activities taken earlier, ii) 

people involvement in popular science programmes, and iii) earned successes in the 

of mothers and children' health programmes. The Weaknesses are i) with many such 

organs linkages yet to be established, ii) lack of time-framed interaction, iii) lack of 

commonly settled goal and objectives, and iv) lack of flexible and resilient attitudes 

essential for implementing joint programmes and activities, 
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5. Linkages with Women's Organisation 

In designing the DPEP into a planned movement through all out participation 

beyond mere a formal membership, the linkages with grassroot organisation like youths' 

and women's are essential precondition, In reality, it is a people's programme with the 

participation of experts and oftlcials. The stren!,rths of the linkages are i) some Women's 

Organisations are well built up and functioning throughout the district, and ii) well 

experienced in multi-lateral activities, like Post Literacy Campaign, health care etc. 

The Weaknesses are i) a poor level of female literacy, ii) lack of proper attitude, iii) in 

_ many .. cas.e£Jhey are to be organised from_a primordial stage.c76
> 

PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE OF DPEP 

A brief analysis of Personnel System is relevant for understanding the 

operationalization of District Primary Education Programme in the district of Cooch 

Behar. The DPEP is centrally sponsored time bound scheme of seven years duration. 

It is the additional support to what is present in the present primary education system. 

The structure of the Personnel System of the DPEP organisation at the district level 

has been approved by the state project office of DPEP. Such arrangement has been 

made in consonance with the principle of decentralised planning, management and 

operationalisation of DPEP. In pursuance of the policy, the personnel administration 

has been constituted. DPEP, Cooch Behar consists offour categories ofPersonnel : a) 

District Inspector of Schools (Primary Education), Cooch Behar and Additional Dis

trict Inspectors of Schools (Primary education) appointed as District Project Coordi

nator and District Project Ofticer respectively; b) Assistant Inspectors of Schools 

(CARE), Cooch Behar and Sub-Inspector of Schools, Cooch Behar as Deputy Dis

trict Project Officer and Assistant District Project Officer, one Assistant Engineer, 

Sub-Assistant Engineer, One Finance cum Accounts Officer filled up on contract ba

sis; (c) One Teachers' Training In-charge, four Lecturer in District Institute of Edu

cation and Training (DIET) cell and one Academic co-ordinator in each of twelve 

Block Resource Centre being appointed as purely temporary basis; d) employees un

der Group 'C' and 'D' appointed by DPO on contract basis. 

A careful consideration of the above picture reveals that District Project Of

fice, DPEP, Cooch Behar can exercise control over employees under categories 'B' 
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to 'D'. District Project Coordinator, District Project Officer, Deputy District Project 

Officer and Assistant District Project Officer belong to West Bengal Educational Ser

vice. Other officials and experts are hired either from state services on deputation or 

purely on contract basis. 

There are three broad categories of Personnel Management : Unified, Sepa

rated or Decentralised, and Integrated patterns <
77>. Under Unified System all or cer

tain categories of personnel form a single career service for the entire stage. It is 

administered by an agency at the state level. In a separated systems each organisation 

__ m_ust have_tb.e power to appoint and dismiss its o.wn per:sonnel and the personnel is 

not transferable to any other jurisdiction by a central body. An integrated system is 

that in which the personnel ofthe National, State and Organisation form parts ofthe 

same service, transfer being possible at every level of Government. Each of these 

three personnel system has its own advantages and disadvantages. Asoke 

Mukhopadhyay in his empirical investigation ( 1984) has arrived at some interesting 

conclusions PH> : 

First, Unified Personnel System can not be said to have scored definitely bet

ter over the Separate Personnel System in local administration. If the organisation 

does have larger resources at its disposal it can attract and also retain qualified per

sonnel in its services under Separated System. Second, in case ofTechnical Officers, 

like Engineers, the Unified Personnel System also cannot attract highly qualified Per

sonnel because of comparatively poor pay and lower prestige of local Organisational 

Service. It is Integrated, not Unified, personnel System which can procure higher 

technical expertise for the Organisation. Third, in respect of policy implementation 

and internal management of Organisation, Unified Personnel System is better equipped. 

It can resist local political pressure. But a personnel under this system is either pliable 

or helpless when pressure is exerted from state level politicians. The Separated per

sonnel is found to be very much susceptible to pressures and influences of local poli

ticians. 

In concrete terms, State Cadres should cover Administrative Service whereas 

Engineering Service, Teachers' Training, BRC coordinator and other clerical jobs are 

left to the discretion of District Organisational Authority for recruitment, subject, 

however, to the conditions of service approved by the Government constituted state 

apex body, State Project Director Oftice, The District Project Office started function-
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ing since February, 1995 with 2 or 3 personnel who were provided additional charges 

to work in addition to their normal duties in District Primary school Council, Cooch 

Behar. First full time appointment was made in September, 1995 with induction of 

Administrative - cum - Finance Officer. Before the initiation of the District Primary 

Education Programme, there were only five personnel working at the District Project 

Office. The office got a break in 28/04/97 with the joining of Deputy District Project 

Ofiicer and Assistant District Project Oft1cer under an order issued by the Director of 

School Education, West Bengal. The Sub Assistant Engineer of the ofiice was de

puted by chairman, District Primary School Council Coach Behar on full-time basis 

w.e.f December, 1997. The staff pattern ofthe District Project office, DPEP, Coach 

Behar has been shown below : 

Table 39 : Staff Pattern of District Project Office <79> 

Sl. Name of the Post No. of Post Nature of appointment 

I. Disfrict Project Oftlcer (DPO) 01 Ex-Officio 

2. Add!. DPO OJ Ex-Officio 
.., 

Dy. DPO 01 Ex-Officio -'· 

4. Finance & Accounts Officer OJ Contract 
5. Asstt. Engineer (A.E) 01 Contract 
6. S.A.E 14 Work Charged Staff 

7. Lecturer, DIET 04 Contract 

8. Training Co-ordinator 01 Contract 
9. TO. I 01 Contract 
10. MIS-lncharge 01 Contract 

11. D.E.O. 01 Contract 

12. Head clerk 01 Contract 
13. U.D.A./Acct. 03 Contract 
14. L.D.A. 15 Contract 

15. Typist 01 Page-Contract Basis 

16. Gr. D Staff 17 Contract 
17. BRC Co-ord. 12 Deputation . 
18. CLRC Co-ord. 23 Deputation 
19. Social Dev. Specialist 01 Contract 
20. Dist. Resource Co-ord. (lED) 01 Contract 
21. Resource Teacher (lED) 03 Contract 

22. Women Development lncharge 01 Contract ,.., _ _,. Media & Documentation Officer 01 Contract 
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Apart from the organisation ofthe office ofDPO, there have been monitoring 

committees ranging from the district level to the level of panchayat to assist the office 

of DPO for realising DPEP Cooch Behar. This includes DLCC, DCC, BRC, CLRC, 

VEC/WEC. All these committees and councils are composed principally of elected 

representatives of different tires of district Panchayati Raj structure and the Munici

palities. Besides, the political element, these vertically structured committees are rep

resented by the district, block, and panchayat level bureaucrats and academicians. 

Moreover, the District Project Oftice has certain specialised wings to operationalise 

DPEP objectives. In most of the cases, the oftice of DPO is either manned by tempo-

-- ~ary·"/ contractual I contingent staff of dep~ties o~ deputationists. As a matter of fact 

there has been no pre-entre training for the recruitment of the staff and even the sub

Asstt. Engineers recruited for technical purpose are not permanently recruited. In this 

sense, the whole District DPEP organisational structure presents a personnel system 

which is principally based on sheer adhocism. Further, some important posts of offic

ers and trainers of District DPEP office are held by the retired persons from whom 

dynamism and mobility can hardly be expected. Sometimes this retired contingent in 

the office of the DPO proves to be liability and the office in turn has become a reha

bilitation centre of some retired elderly citizens. Another important area of concern 

has been the insecurity of the employees who have been recruited on contract basis. 

Since DPEP is a time bound programme, the contingent employees feel demoralised 

and shaky to perceive their future. Moreover, the officers of the office of DPO who 

are mostiy deputationist are not obviously committed to their job responsibility in the 

sense that they understand very well that they would have to go back to the mother 

service. Another important point is to mention that DPEP is a time bound programme 

which involves a huge quantum of funds which needs to be properly utilised and 

audited. A strong financial and accounting has been of1 high order for DPEP in the 

district. Unfortunately, however, the finance personnel in the oftice of the DPO are 

either drawn from audit and account service or from retired persons purely on tempo

rary basis. Such a weak financial personnel structure of the office of the DPO will 

ultimately cause harm to the programme and will, ultimately, result in financial mess 

<" 0>. Another important point to be mention here is that the political representatives of 

committees and council remaining at different tires ofDPEP programme implemen

tation exert tremendous influence of the DPEP personnel structure. 
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In addition to the personnel mentioned above, the District Project Office has 

been working with the assistance of some casual workers appointed purely on tempo

rary basis. The employees of all the departments under District Project Office have 

been the employees either hired from District Primary School Council or recruited by 

the State Project Director I District Project Ofticer. However, they are to work under 

the authorities of District Project Ofticer, DPEP, Coach Behar. 

In brief, Personnel Administrative structure ofDPEP, Coach Behar comprises 

of employees of different categories such as, A) Personnel working in DPEP, Coach 

__ .J~~bi:lr oJf.Lc~s recruited directly by DPQ, .Cooch.Behar .on temporary basis ; B) Per

sonnel ofdifterent educational services and existing staffofthe District Primary School 

Council, Coach Behar hired by DPO, DPEP, Coach Behar. Such a mixed kind of 

Personnel Administrative Structure contributes to unorganised ineffective system of 

personnel Administration in DPEP, Coach Behar. This explains to a large extent the 

growing gap between the targets and the actual performance of DPEP Administra

tion. In order to build up an eftective administration system, a mixed system of Inte

grated, Unified and Separated personnel system is necessary at the District level of 

DPEP, Coach Behar. To this end, the state level apex body can hardly deny its respon

sibility. District level autonomy of DPEP has no prospect of its success without cor

dial DPSC, Coach Behar- DPEP, Coach Behar and SPO-DPEP, Coach Behar rela

tionship. In this context, the move to review DPEP, Coach Behar Personnel Adminis

trative Management is welcome. ·rhus, instead of creating a large Government appa

ratus, DPEP, Coach Behar should encourage the society to create an awareness among 

the people through its development programmes. 

Precisely, the DPEP has been conceived as a medium term investment 

programme, designed to improve learning achievement, reduce dropout rate and in

crease access to primary education. The programme would also strengthen the capac

ity of national, state, and district level institutions and organizations to plan, manage 

and evaluate primary education. The basic assumption of the DPEP is contextual. 

Therefore, the relative emphasis on access, quality and achievement would vary from 

district to district. The assumption may also be changed for the programme in terms 

of its components and contents, as well as for the structures adopted for management 

and monitoring. The bedrock of the programme is to· build national and local level 

capacities of primary education. In keeping with the objective ofthe programme, the 
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formulation of the district plans has to ensure a process of capacity building. Taking 

into consideration, the scarcity of project management skills, the programme envis

ages particular measures for strengthening state level resource institutions and Dis

trict Institute of education & Training (DIETs), networking of the institutions with 

National Council of Educational Research & Training (NCERT) and National Insti

tute of Educational Planning & Administration (NIEPA) on the other hand, and with 

state level social science research organizations I Indian Institute of Management 

(IIMs) I university departments on the other. Until recently, state level resource insti

tutions have been strengthened mainly with reference to teacher training. In future, 

equal emphasis would also be laid on -administration and management training of 

educational functionaries, Non-Governmental Organisation (NGOs), members ofthe 

Villege Education Committee (VECs), district and subdistrict project team members 

etc. One of the very initial steps in project formulation has been to identify key func

tionaries in the state education department and other state level organization and 

trained level functionaries. As far as possible, the resource persons will have to be 

drawn from a network of resource institutions, so that one can help to develop capa

bilities to plan and implement the programme on a long basis. The management struc

tures for implementing the DPEP will have to be evolved on imaginative lines. The 

structure must also be detined in very specific terms keeping in view of the responsi

bilities of individuals and groups. These structures must help to generate an informa

tion base which can be used at local levels. Specifically, in the context of social sectors· 

there is a need to generate, manage and interpret information with integrity. The pace 

of the DPEP must never be a forced one, but one that takes into consideration the 

various perspectives keeping context into account.(HIJ 

To operationalise DPEP, this national level agency has been governed by Coun

cil and an Executive Committee representing the government of India agencies as 

well as state education departments and leading educationists. This agency has been 

made responsible for appraisal of new proposals, supervisions of on-going projects 

and management of national technical assistance programmes. National support for 

implementations of state and district programmes are tq managed by NMA and pro

vided through annual budget and work programme with NCERT and NIEPA and 

through contracts with other research and development organizations. The guiding 

principles of organizing the National Level Structure (NLS) are : (i) NLS should have 

adequate financial and administrative powers commensurate with its tasks; (ii) the 
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role ofNLS is essentially comprised offaciliations, capacity building, appraisal, coor

dination and overall direction ofthe programme; and (iii) NLS has been a lean orga

nizations with minimum permanent staff. Most of its work will be carried out through 

contractual arrangements with institutions/individual consultants . 

. The administrative structure for project implementation at the state level has 

been the state societies with a wider participation. The State Governments have es

tablished registered societies to receive, disburse, and account of funds and to over

see project implementation. It is implementation scenario, the State Society and De-

.e~.rtfl1e~!. ~n~erface a.re to be worked out. The stlj.te implementation unit needs to be 

set up with a core staff of two types : (i) the managerial staff who perform supervisory 

function; and (ii) the executive staff who are directly involved with the project imple

mentation process. These staff would be appointed as. quickly as possible and they 

should be component persons who have the potential for undertaking the manage

ment tasks required. Until they are in position, the project culture that is so urgently 

needed. The EMIS need to be an essential part of the state structure to monitor the 

project activities. The technical structure envisaged at the state level are SCERT and 

SIEMT. State Council of Educational Research and training (SCERT) and State In

stitutes ofEducation (SIE) with support from national programmes would assist dis

trict to introduced improved classroom parasites and inservice code teacher training. 

The SCERT has to be strengthened in all the DPEP states: (i) to enable to it act as a 

nodal agency to develop training modules; (ii) to train kept resource persons; (iii) to 

develop new approach and methodology of teacher training and (iv) to provide re

source support to all areas. Its role has to be more of a facilitator than direct involve

ment in training. In addition SCERT has to be strengthened and encouraged to under

take research and evaluation studies in primary education. This in turn will strengthen 

and improve the quality of training imparted. A distinction has been attempted, in this 

contact, between educational statistics to be maintained and supplied periodically and 

other aspects of monitoring which relate to the improvement of the quality of service 

provided. The latter may be new to this programme. Such information has to be 

collected at district, block, circle and village levels to facilitate effectively monitoring 

of various programmes. One of the weakest lines in educational process is the poor 

complacency in arranging the implementation of programmes. The educational su

pervisors and administrators at all levels need orientations in planing and manage

ment. The State Institute of Education Management and Training (SIEMT) is pro-
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posed to be set up for developing key person's skill in planning and management. 

Development of such a structure may take a long time. Till such time these structures 

are in place, resource support will have to be arranged from outside. State institutes 
I 

of administration can be associated with the project in order to build up the capacity 
. . d (H~) 
111 plannmg an management. 

A project implementation check list has to be prepared for each project com

ponent of monitoring the overall execution of the project. The district project man

agement unit has to be made responsible of this task so as assess whether the key 

. __ a.:~tiyiti~s _ _h~ye been carried out. To provide technical suPrport at the district level, the 

DIETs are to be augmented. The DIETs are to act as th~ main resource support base 

at the district level to train functionaries in key areas and to evolve district specific 

mechanisms in plan formulation and implementation. All training programmes includ

ing management training need to be detailed and carefully scheduled to incorporate 

information on trainees, training needs, expected outcomes, training duration, loca

tion, resource persons and evaluation. A system network plan is needed to identify the 

coverage of various services at state, district, block, and villages; the type of activities 

each service will perform with objectives, time tables, and the outcome to joint activi

ties, participating voluntary originations and NGOs is to be included to create a pool 

of resource persons, community mobilization and interaction. The Block Resource 

Centre and circle level teacher meeting are to be provided technical inputs. However, 

the programme needs further support at the community level of for its implementa

tion. There is an urgent need to from VECs and train the member in community 

mobilization to achieve and effectively intervene in the functioning of schools to make 
I 

them more sensitive to the local realities and to ensure )mproved enrolment, atten-

dance and retention. In order to allow for a continuous learning process, a monitoring 

and evaluation system is needed to review the impact of the projection specific objec

tives. This can be done initially on a quarterly basis, The main management task is to 

bring about a change in working practice from 'routine mode' to 'mission mode'. 

Putting new approaches in place requires sustained efforts. In other words, there is a 

need for management of change rather than change in management structure per se. 

This cells for careful analysis of the present and changed roles that are to be per

formed be persons at all levels starting from the top to bottom including community 

members and teachers, once their role and functions are clearly defined, resistance to 

change may be minimal. 
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Mobilization of and participation by community is essential for improving en

rolment, retention, achievement and school effectiveness. The existing mechanism for 

mobilization are VECs, teachers union, teachers-parent councils, and mother-teacher 

associations. Whether these mechanisms are sustainable in the long run is an impor

tant question. For example, the natural and type of mobilization that is necessary for 

VEE will be different from that ofTLC. The existing structures ofTLC are no doubt 

effective. However, they are meant for the short run only. Mechanisms for mobiliza

tion under DPEP need to be institutionalized for their sustained contribution to the 
(HJ) h . b I d" . b . programme. T e DPEP IS not a out rna spora IC expenments. It attempts to nng 

·- about.ci1ange and tra~1sport on a large sc~le. The answer lies in Panchayati Raj bodies 

being formally vested responsibilities have to be oriented and attempts would have to 

be made to get them involved in project activities. The DPEP is one of the innovating 

programmes which aims to achieve EFA by 2010 A.D. For effective implementation, 

the DPEP proposes to adopt innovative approaches. This itself calls for a review of 

the existing structures and processes in the DPEP. 

The DPEP has three important goals- universal access, retention and achieve

ment. The structure should be ultimately help to achieve these objectives of the 

programme. The DPEP is one of the centrally sponsored schemes. The fund under the 

DPEP would be additional to what is being spent on programmes at the present level. 

The external aid under DPEP would not be more than three per cent of the total 

central budget. In any given state only a limited number of districts are selected under 

DPEP. Hence, the question of dismantling the existing structure altogether and creat

ing new structures does not arise. Further, the experience which the existing structure 

has gained over a period of time cannot be lost sight of The two major difficulties 

with the ·exiting structure are : (i) procedural delay; (ii) rigidity. During study, it is 

identified that specific interventions in the existing structure are to take care of these 

difficulties which includes following two important structures that are essential for 

better implementation of the DPEP ; (i) administrative structure; and (ii) technical 

structure. 

A five-tier administrative structure may be suggested. The levels in the admin

istrative structure thus specified are (i) National, (ii) State, (ii) District, (iv) Block and 

(v) Village. At the national level, there should be 'Project Board' to function as the 

apex body. It should have proper representation of the States. It should evolve the 
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networking with national resource institutes. There should be a forum, in this body, 

for interstate interaction. It is also suggested that the formation of a 'Society' as state 

level apex body. The main features of this society, are as follows : (i) The 'Society; 

will have autonomous status; (ii) It have its own rules and regulations, social workers, 

teachers and sensation of politicians, academicians, social workers, teachers and NGOs; 

and (iv) It should have all powers for project implementation and to carry out all its 

functions. Such society should have a cadre of managerial staff which would be of 

supervisory nature. It should have other executive officer. These separate structures 

may be necessary to faciliates quick decisions, flow of funds in time and monitor 

· -- --prograri1i11.eby incorporating necessary.modificat~ons. Needless to add tha,t a reliable 

EMIS is an essential to monitor the programme. There should be a 'Society' at the 

district level too. These societies formed at district level should act as units of the 

state level society. The composition of these societies has similar to that of the state 

level society. It has full powers delegated to it to carry out its functions. It also has 

proper management structure more or less on some pattern as that of the state level 

society. The existing district head acts as the chief of the society. At the block level, 

there should also be a 'society' which would have proper presentation ofthe local 

people and organizations. The existing Block Education Officer should act as the 

incharge of this body. The Village Education Committee is the nodal body at the 

village level. It can have the subcommittees of the existing panchayats wherever they 

are functional. All financial trans.actions should be managed by the VEC.<H~l 

It is very important to have proper linkage of this new set up with the existing 

setup as both have to function in a coordinated way. At the state level, departmental 

secretaries of Finance, Planning, Rural Developments etc. should be members ofthe 

society. The State Educational Secretary should be incharge of executive committee 

of the society with all executive powers. The linkages with existing Directorates of 

Education are important. All directorate should. be members of the society. The 

panchayat bodies should be strongly represented in the society. The Chairman of Zilla 

Parishad of Local Boards should be the Chairman of the society. The district head, 

collector or chief executive officer ofZ.P. as the case may be in the state has to be the 

chief executive assisted by District Education Officers so that all other departments 

like health, ICDS etc. can be involved. 
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Capacity building is one of the important objectives of the DPEP and hence 

proper technical structure is to be evolved. It is proposed that a five-tier structure 

with the following bodies : (i) SCERT at the state level; (ii) State Institute of educa

tional Planning and Administration (SIEPA) or SIEMT at the state level; (iii) DIET at 

the district level; (iv) Resources Centers at the block level; and (v) Circle resources 

Centers at the circle level. The SCERT should be a nodal agency for implementing 

training to all important functionaries like teachers, NFE volunteers, ECE workers, 

etc. It would train the key resource personnel only. It would work with new approach 

and methodology in imparting training. It would be the resource support institute in 

·- areas like MLL, NFE, women's empowerment ceil etc. 'At the State level training of 

educational functionaries in the areas of planning and management should be the re

sponsibility ofSIEPA or SIEMT. SIEPA I SIEMT would train administrators in plan

ning and management of education. It would also take up research activities related to 

its area of operation. The DIET has to act as the main support institute at district 

level. It imparts training to functionaries in key areas and evolve district specific mecha

nisms in plan formulation and implementation. The BRC (Block Resource Centre) 

should provide training to block level functionaries especially teachers. The CLRC ( 

Circle Level Resource Centre) concentrates on around I 0-12 schools in the periphery 

of five to eight kms. It has supervision and academic units. It would evolve local 

specific methods- i.e. teaching -learning aids; teaching strategies; model lessons, etc. 

This provides a forum for the tea~hers to have close interaction to share experiences 

and difficulties. It is suggested that technical management structure has local modifi

cations depending on the existing situation. CK"> 

In the context of DPEP, there is need for introducing some changes in the 

management process that are associated with the change of management structure. In 

short there is a need for management of change rather than change in the manage

ment. This calls for careful analysis of the present and changed roles that are to be 

played by persons at all levels starting from the highest pint due to the level of teacher 

and community member. Once these roles are clear to different functionaries, the 

resistance for the changes in the process are to minimized. It is further felt that the 

new structure should not be manned by fresh recruits. They should rather be, as far as 

possible, drawn from the existing cadres so that at the end of the project they may 

come back to the parent department. Keeping in view of the major objectives of the 

DPEP, the following suggestions may be put: (a) training of the members of the VEC 
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more through discussions than through written communications; (b) making enrol

ment drives through innovative ways; (c) organizing welcome functions for the new 

entrants (children) at the beginning ofthe school session; (d) Demonstrating play-way 

and role-play method of teaching in public in the presence of the parents and other 

members ofthe community; and (e) change of school timing to suit the requirement of 

particular class of children. While it is felt that the above measure has been consider

ably reduced the difference in enrolment, dropout and learning achievements among 

gender and social groups, it is also necessary to attend the following aspects : (a) 

gender discrimination must be avoided in text books and other activities in schools; 

- (hfsociai awareness and mobilization i-n genenii and gender in particular, and (c) 

language and other specific issues of the tribes should be taken into account in the 

preparation of textbooks. ln case production of group specific textbooks is not pos

sible, teachers' guidance and handbooks may prepare in a suitable manner to address 

these specific issues. 

Reduction of dropout rate has been fallen considerably from the step sug

gested earlier. In addition, the following steps should also be taken for facilitating 

retention, the following steps should also be taken for facilitating retention of children 

in schools: (a) making the surroundings of the school building more attractive with 

the help of students, teachers and community; (b) making classroom transactions 

more participative and joyful through appropriate and frequent teachers' orientation 

and motivation programmes, and (c) arranging frequent visits of the parents to the 

school either to see their children at work or their progress or use the school building 

for some community work beyond the school hours. Learning achievement will, in 

addition to what has already been said earlier, been increased for implementing a 

sense of joy and pleasure in the whole teaching-learning process in the schools by 

proper orientation of the teachers and making provisions of activity based materials 

and work books for students as envisaged in MLL. Thus, there in a need for special 

attention on school and its activities where the teacher plays a critical role. For play

ing is/her role successfully the teacher has to be equipped with proper competencies 

through orientation, supply ofteaching - learning material and proper recognition. It 

is proposed that efforts must be made to appoint properly qualified teachers, particu

larly in the remote rural areas and in areas with concentration of particular disadvan

tage social groups and minorities. This calls for necessary changes in the policy of any 

other suitable committee may be given the responsibility of recruiting and appointing 
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teachers to avoid exodus of teachers from remote rural areas. The question of linkage 

between the existing management structure at different administration and the new 

structure for the DPEP as has been suggested needs careful consideration. It is felt 

that educational administrators and other in the existing statutory bodies at different 

levels, in addition to their role in the present structure, should have proper represen

tation in the changes structure so that there may not be any conflicted any stage. The 

linkage between these decentralized bodies and the suggested resources structure on 

the one hand and between state bodies and central bodies on the other need to be 

established properly to endure necessary professional and technical support at all lev-

.- elS~ Convergence ofthe activities of different goven1ment departments like education, 
. ~~ 

welfare, health, rural development, plannmg etc. should be made. 

All the above process calls for area-specific planning. This can be ensured by 

calling upon people of different professional and social groups to express their spe

cific needs. This should be done by holding number to express their specific needs. 

This should be done by holding number of meeting and discussions starting from the 

village level to block level and finally to district level. It is proposed that the number 

of the organizations have been suggested in the management structure should be prop

erly trained and motivated to facilitate the above stated· meeting and discussions and 

finally to prepare the plan for the district. Such a plan, it is proposed, has readily 

acceptable to all people of the .district as their own plan and eventually they have 

extend full corporation in proper implementations of this plan. The technical aspects 

of the preparation of the plan is, however, not lost sight of and it is strongly proposed 

that necessary technical and professional support should be extended to all the district 

either in the way of training the district and sperate planning team or by commission

ing some professional institutions or individuals to faciliates preparation of good and 

state plans. The study suggested the expansion of DPEP caronym as Disaggregated 

Patience Elicitates for Progress, to take account of them implicit spirit of implemen-
(H7) 

tation ofthe programme. 
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